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IHP news 490  :    #UNGA73 frenzy 

( 28 September 2018)     

The weekly International Health Policies (IHP) newsletter is an initiative of the Health Policy unit at the 
Institute of Tropical Medicine in Antwerp, Belgium.  

 

Dear Colleagues, 

In the coming weeks IHP will be “immersed” in the Liverpool EV 2018 venture and then the global 
symposium (aka the “HSS Jamboree”), so you’ll forgive us if the newsletter is a bit more steno-style 
than usual. By the way, we’re already curious what this year’s buzzwords will be at the symposium – 
the term “resilient health systems” feels a bit stale by now. An EV colleague who already arrived in 
Liverpool said on Twitter, reflecting on the upcoming conference, “we need to stop “spinning” and 
move towards #making a difference to individuals, communities & systems”. Sadly, IHP – being a bit 
of a Gramsci fan – firmly believes in spinning and framing.  

We are also digesting the results of the evaluation done over summer by my colleague Clara. 
Changes will be gradually implemented from end of October on, if resources allow. 

This week’s issue obviously focuses on UNGA 73 & the Global Goals week. Or if you want, the “High-
Level Circus” in New York : ) 

Enjoy your reading. 

Kristof Decoster 

Featured Article 

Future African and Indian health systems will have a lot in 
common - what can they learn from each other? 

 
By Anns Issac (EV 2016) and Kabir Sheikh 
 
 
In our recent chapter in the ORF-OCPP Global Policy volume “Securing the 21st Century Mapping 
India-Africa Engagement”, we argue that future health systems in India and Africa are going to 
become more alike than they have been before, and that it is crucial for them to learn from each 

https://www.orfonline.org/
http://www.ocppc.ma/
https://www.globalpolicyjournal.com/
https://www.orfonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/GP-ORF-India-Africa.pdf
https://www.orfonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/GP-ORF-India-Africa.pdf
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other. We analyze two types of health system innovations – one from each setting – which represent 
key opportunities for such cross-learning.  When first approached by the editors of the volume, we 
were hesitant, aware of the problem of comparing a country with a continent. But we also 
appreciated that the potential for mutual learning is great, and that is the spirit in which we wrote 
the chapter. Our chapter reflected an Indian perspective on India-Africa engagement on health. The 
other chapter in the section on health in the volume is written by a Ghanaian author Franklin 
Cudjoe. 
 
India and many African countries have long shared similar challenges - widespread poverty, social 
inequities, demographic transition, ecological degradation, and a prevailing infectious disease 
burden co-existing with emerging epidemics of non-communicable diseases and injuries. Overlaid on 
these challenges and fueled by fast paced urbanization and the spread of private commerce, is the 
common experience of mixed health systems. Mixed health systems as used here means more than 
the mere coexistence of public and private health care. Rather, we use it in the sense of Nishtar 
2010 referring to the phenomenon of unregulated private sector growth contextualized by 
inattention to and stagnant expenditure for health in the public sector. 
 
We start our chapter by describing the emergence of mixed health systems across Africa, as we have 
already seen in India. Mixed health systems seem to offer more choices for people, but also hold 
considerable risks of compromised quality and equity. We then describe two types of health system 
innovations (one from each setting) with the potential to counteract these risks - (i) local 
participatory governance reforms in India, and (ii) the empowerment of non-physician health care 
providers in several African settings.  
 
In India, local participatory governance reforms substantially started with the 73rd Constitutional 
Amendment Act in 1992. A three-tier system of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) was established at 
the village, sub-district, and district levels, in a process of wide scale administrative devolution. PRIs 
have responsibilities for multiple sectors including sanitation, primary education, infrastructure 
development and health. Their health sector responsibilities include establishing health centers at 
village and sub-district level and supervising and monitoring health services. The outcomes of such 
decentralization are mixed in different states; however, the state of Kerala showcases a scaled-up 
model of strong local governance incorporating community engagement as an integral part of health 
sector planning and delivery. The state allocated 35-40% of the funds to programmes developed by 
PRIs. This has improved people’s participation in planning, health service responsiveness, access to 
primary healthcare, and political and administrative accountability. Kerala’s story tells us that 
constitutional and legal provisions are an important pre-requisite for giving people a say in how 
health systems are organized - possibly an experience from which African countries and other Indian 
states can learn. 
 
On the other hand, India can clearly learn from multiple African experiences of empowering non-
physician health workers. Transferring more responsibilities to nurses and mid-level workers has 
helped expand access to healthcare and address chronic shortages of physicians, in many African 
countries. Expanded training has equipped them to carry out a significant number of diagnostic and 
therapeutic tasks otherwise restricted to physicians. They manage regular clinic visits, Caesarian 
sections, hernias, closed fracture care, and amputations in several settings. South Africa is a case in 
point, where the health system is nurse-based, and nurse-driven. Malawi’s experience suggests that 
paramedical clinical officers can safely perform surgery when adequate training and supervision are 
provided. The presence of mid-level health practitioners in the Mozambican health system has been 
reported to lead to significant reduction in referrals and cost of care. Over the years, several policy 
initiatives in India have attempted similarly to empower nurses and non-physician providers – but 

http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/88/1/09-067868/en/
http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/88/1/09-067868/en/
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with less success and sustainability. Hopefully India’s new Ayushman Bharat scheme with its 
emphasis on mid-level health care providers will mark a new chapter in this respect. 
 
Within as well as beyond the confines of the health sector – democratizing innovations are the key 
to strengthening health systems. For Indian health sector reformers, there are clearly lessons to be 
learnt from African experiences of democratizing the internal governance of health services and the 
health professions by empowering non-physicians. Whereas in Kerala, legal reforms institutionalizing 
health systems’ accountability to communities provided a pathway to better health equity and 
quality. It is sobering that these innovations - important as they are - are restricted to specific states 
or countries, and they certainly need wider traction. Indian and African health systems have more in 
common than is widely recognized. Their respective departments of health, research universities 
and think tanks, and civil society groups must collaborate more and learn from each other (and from 
other countries with relevant experiences) on the path to democratizing their respective health 
systems.  
 
Read the book here. Chapter 7 is ours.  
 
Views expressed are the authors’ own and not those of their organizations. 

 

Highlights of the week 

UNGA 73 & Global Goals week (22-29 September)  

Especially for this (large) section on UNGA 73, we will have to resort to steno-style, as so much is 
happening over there in New York.  Not everything will be in chronological order, obviously. 

IISD – Primer on Global Goals Week 2018: Events, Themes and Actions 

http://sdg.iisd.org/commentary/policy-briefs/primer-on-global-goals-week-2018-events-themes-

and-actions/  

Briefing published ahead of this week, on Global Goals week: “Making use of the energy in New York 
this week as world leaders gather to open the new UNGA session, Global Goals Week brings 
together the international community with another objective: driving progress on the SDGs. From 22-
29 September 2019, events scattered around the City and UN Headquarters aim to spur 
collaboration and raise awareness of SDG implementation challenges and innovations needed to 
achieve the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. The week opens with a spotlight on youth, 
and another early highlight will be the UN Secretary-General's high-level meeting on financing the 
2030 Agenda.”  See below for more on both. 

 

 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/ayushman-bharat-building-india-s-new-health-base/story-L4cPLzq7BPkjtpBijFaS8J.html
https://academic.oup.com/heapol/advance-article/doi/10.1093/heapol/czy079/5104435
https://www.wired.com/story/wired25-jennifer-pahlka-anand-giridharadas-philanthropy-democracy/
https://www.orfonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/GP-ORF-India-Africa.pdf
http://sdg.iisd.org/commentary/policy-briefs/primer-on-global-goals-week-2018-events-themes-and-actions/
http://sdg.iisd.org/commentary/policy-briefs/primer-on-global-goals-week-2018-events-themes-and-actions/
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PMNCH accountability breakfast  - 23 September 

WHO - Commitments to Every Woman Every Child’s Global Strategy for Women’s, Children’s and 

Adolescents’ Health (2016-2030)  

“A new  report called Commitments to Every Woman Every Child’s (EWEC) Global Strategy for 
Women’s, Children’s and Adolescents’ Health (2016-2030) – commissioned by the Partnership for 
Maternal, Newborn & Child Health (PMNCH) in collaboration with the Every Woman Every Child 
Secretariat and Family Planning 2020, tracks commitments to the EWEC Global Strategy over the 
period of September 2015 to December 2017. The EWEC Global Strategy is a roadmap for ending all 
preventable maternal, newborn and child deaths, including stillbirths, by 2030, and improving their 
overall health and wellbeing. It aims to keep women, children and adolescents at the heart of the 
sustainable development agenda, unlocking their vast potential for transformative change….” 

With 10 key messages.  

Some more info on this annual accountability breakfast, via a Devex update: 

“ Global health leaders came together for the annual accountability breakfast — a pre-UNGA 
event by the Partnership for Maternal, Newborn and Child Health and chaired by former Chilean 
President Michelle Bachelet — to explore how social and financial accountability factor into meeting 
the Sustainable Development Goals. 
 
“Here are the key takeaways:  Cross-sector cooperation and integration must be strengthened. 
Health can't be delivered in silos; it's essential to look not just at access to care without also look at 
the quality of care.  The future of health financing is ultimately going to be countries' own budgets. 
Governments need to create the right policy and tax frameworks — and the private sector has to be 
a responsible actor and pay its taxes.  The global health community needs to shift its mindset. Often 
the conversation about health expenditure is focused on donor financing, when it should be centered 
on domestic resources. The economic argument can generate buy-in for health spending. Health 
investments yield high returns. The numbers can help generate the political will to expand health 
budgets.  Civil society must keep governments and the private sector accountable. Civil society 
voices need to have a seat at the table to inform policies. “” 

And a few tweets:  

“Thank you @GYamey and @NordstrmAnders for pointing out innovative financing “it’s called 
taxation” incl #STAX and reallocating massive health harmful subsidies in fossil fuels. #HHS 
#accountability #PMNCH” 

“@GYamey at @PMNCH #accountability breakfast: Taxation of unhealthy commodities #STAX IS 
innovative financing, can forget everything else! Time for fiscal reform - there are countries that 
spend more subsiding #fossilfuels than they do on #health.” 

Check out also the   Every Woman Every Child 2018 Monitoring report  - Survive, thrive, transform.  

Cfr a tweet:  

http://www.who.int/pmnch/activities/advocacy/globalstrategy/2016_2030/commitments-report/en/?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66151366&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9yeSyADAricUU4ZkGEVWltOqWULqlgqY-GaAgsHzrW62ciGtOJFgEVn8mZ4CkCgxrzbE48p5cQMT2L_O5rt-7-oCvSJg&_hsmi=66151366
http://www.who.int/pmnch/activities/advocacy/globalstrategy/2016_2030/commitments-report/en/?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66151366&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9yeSyADAricUU4ZkGEVWltOqWULqlgqY-GaAgsHzrW62ciGtOJFgEVn8mZ4CkCgxrzbE48p5cQMT2L_O5rt-7-oCvSJg&_hsmi=66151366
http://www.who.int/pmnch/activities/advocacy/globalstrategy/2016_2030/commitments-report-2015-2017.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTVRreFltRTFOekF6TURKayIsInQiOiJDdllBb0gyNk1GTmRtTXltODl3ZkNvbm05MjkyeE5xbTVzTGVHR2FNMkJJWkxrTjRJRVdWaXJyWEpSaWZ0SjhhN3FIVktBK2F1WkJISzB4eThEV28rSkt6eENQUkxVNlwvZURYMWVmakIwWERwZXlTNmgxdmpPKzRNWlZNV1NkWXAifQ%3D%3D
https://twitter.com/GYamey
https://twitter.com/NordstrmAnders
https://twitter.com/hashtag/STAX?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/HHS?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/accountability?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/PMNCH?src=hash
https://twitter.com/GYamey
https://twitter.com/PMNCH
https://twitter.com/hashtag/accountability?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/STAX?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/fossilfuels?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/health?src=hash
http://www.everywomaneverychild.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/EWECGSMonitoringReport2018.pdf
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“@DrNonoSimelela @WHO presenting overview of the 2018 GS Monitoring report which looks at 60 
indicators across the @UN_EWEC Monitoring Framework: Significant global progress Maternal 
mortality decline by 44% worldwide 25 Million child marriages prevented.” 

On 27 September, the 2018 Report of the UN Secretary General’s Independent Accountability Panel 
for Every Woman, Every Child, Every Adolescent (IAP) was launched.  

“The IAP is mandated by the UN Secretary-General to conduct an annual independent review of 
progress of the Every Woman Every Child Global Strategy for Women’s, Children’s and Adolescents’ 
Health 2016–2030. The report’s key findings and recommendations, focused on this year’s theme – 
The Private Sector: Who is Accountable? – [will] be presented by the IAP Co-Chairs joined by a high-
level and distinguished panel of dignitaries. …”    

For more info, see IISD - Independent Panel Underscores Private Sector Accountability in Health  

“The Independent Accountability Panel for Every Woman, Every Child, Every Adolescent (IAP) is 
highlighting the ways that private sector activities affect health outcomes for these population 
groups. The panel launched a report on the sidelines of the 73rd UN General Assembly (UNGA), 
containing recommendations for industries involved in health service delivery, pharmaceuticals and 
food….” 

TB High-Level meeting  (26 Sept) 

 

For the global health community, the UNGA TB (26 Sept) & NCD HL (27 Sept) meetings were the 
highlight of the week, even if the UHC HL meeting (26 Sept) came close too, preparing the ground 
for an UNGA High-level Meeting (HLM) on UHC in 2019.   

Tedros in Project Syndicate – Governments Must Stand Up for Health 

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/tackling-tb-and-ncds-by-tedros-adhanom-

ghebreyesus-2018-09  

Ahead of the UNGA HL events, Tedros made the link between UHC and  TB & NCDs. A very timely 
piece. 

 

But first more detail on the TB HL meeting:  

IP-Watch - World Leaders Commit To End Tuberculosis At Historic United Nations Meeting 

Must-read. Good overview of everything said & committed to during the HL event. 

https://twitter.com/DrNonoSimelela
https://twitter.com/WHO
https://twitter.com/UN_EWEC
http://sdg.iisd.org/news/independent-panel-underscores-private-sector-accountability-in-health/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2018-09-27%20-%20SDG%20Update%20AE&utm_content=2018-09-27%20-%20SDG%20Update%20AE+CID_01f07018f6597500dc479b31b110422a&utm_source=cm&utm_term=Independent%20Panel%20Underscores%20Private%20Sector%20Accountability%20in%20Health
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/tackling-tb-and-ncds-by-tedros-adhanom-ghebreyesus-2018-09
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/tackling-tb-and-ncds-by-tedros-adhanom-ghebreyesus-2018-09
http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/27/world-leaders-commit-end-tuberculosis-historic-united-nations-meeting/
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“World leaders and senior representatives came together today for the first-ever High-Level Meeting 
on the Fight to End Tuberculosis at United Nations headquarters in New York. At the meeting, heads 
of state adopted a political declaration with commitments to accelerate action and funding to end 
the tuberculosis epidemic by 2030.” 

Basically, “the world leaders committed to mobilize $13 billion a year by 2022 to put a TB prevention 
and treatment plan into action. “ 

For other good coverage of the event itself, see: 

UN News - Fight against ‘vicious’ tuberculosis epidemic drastically underfunded: UN deputy chief  

“”The fight against tuberculosis (TB) is drastically under-funded, with a gap of around $13 billion per 
year, said Deputy Secretary-General Amina Mohammed at the first-ever High-Level TB Meeting, held 
at United Nations Headquarters in New York.” 

WHO - World leaders commit to bold targets and urgent action to end TB 

“World leaders meeting today at the United Nations (UN) General Assembly have committed to 
ensure that 40 million people with tuberculosis (TB) receive the care they need by end 2022. They 
also agreed to provide 30 million people with preventive treatment to protect them from 
developing TB. “Today is a landmark in the long war on TB,” said Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, 
Director-General of the World Health Organization. “These are bold promises – to keep them 
partnership is vital. WHO is committed to working with every country, every partner and every 
community to get the job done.” Heads of state and government attending this first-ever UN High-
level meeting on TB agreed to mobilize US$ 13 billion a year by 2022 to implement TB prevention and 
care, and US$ 2 billion for research. They committed to take firm action against drug-resistant forms 
of the disease; build accountability and to prioritize human rights issues such as the stigma that still 
prevails around TB in many parts of the world.” 

NEJM - New Promise for Vaccines against Tuberculosis 

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe1812483#.W6pxlAOnXPY.twitter  

Encouraging R & D news. See Science News on this new NEJM research article - A new vaccine raises 
hopes of someday curbing the tuberculosis epidemic.   

“A new tuberculosis vaccine shows promise in preventing the bacteria from causing disease in 
people who are infected, but aren’t sick. If approved, it could help control the spread of a disease 
considered one of the world’s top killers, responsible for 1.6 million deaths in 2017, according to the 
World Health Organization. In a clinical trial, the new vaccine halved the number of people who 
developed active TB from latent infections of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, compared with those 
who received a placebo….” 

UNICEF – new action plan   

New roadmap to prevent and treat tuberculosis in children and adolescents   

https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020721
https://www.un.org/sg/en/dsg/index.shtml
http://www.who.int/tb/features_archive/UNGA_HLM_ending_TB/en/
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/26-09-2018-world-leaders-commit-to-bold-targets-and-urgent-action-to-end-tb
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe1812483#.W6pxlAOnXPY.twitter
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/new-vaccine-raises-hopes-someday-curbing-tuberculosis-epidemic?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66222140&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9X72EW19ido7D8FidiZcSI-PKphHLjqjgX0GuKHRGCqzarju1nXK1HiMCVJWBOHZ0hcIb2709-CxEmUFk0MzdRJVME7umqshBwpSLZFSRq3HS4ewc&_hsmi=66222140
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/new-vaccine-raises-hopes-someday-curbing-tuberculosis-epidemic?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66222140&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9X72EW19ido7D8FidiZcSI-PKphHLjqjgX0GuKHRGCqzarju1nXK1HiMCVJWBOHZ0hcIb2709-CxEmUFk0MzdRJVME7umqshBwpSLZFSRq3HS4ewc&_hsmi=66222140
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/new-roadmap-prevent-and-treat-tuberculosis-children-and-adolescents?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=3329489c34-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_24_01_52&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-3329489c34-865935
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“A new action plan outlining measures to prevent and treat tuberculosis (TB) in children and 
adolescents was launched [today] by global tuberculosis (TB) leadership in advance of the United 
Nations General Assembly High-Level meeting on TB. Building on the first-ever Roadmap for 
Childhood TB: Toward Zero Deaths first issued in 2013, the new Roadmap towards ending TB in 
children and adolescents  now includes recommendations on how to target young people aged 
between 10 and 19 years, who represent a significant at-risk group for TB….” 

 

Advocacy, analysis, … and question marks on the TB HL meeting: Not the “game changer” hoped 

for… 

But then the advocacy & analysis (also ahead of the event), including the many question marks 
whether this will indeed be a decisive moment in the TB battle: 

• A pessimistic Laurie Garrett in Foreign Policy - You Can’t Treat Tuberculosis With Platitudes  

“…The TB community is hoping that the U.N.’s attention will do for tuberculosis what the 2001 
special session did for HIV/AIDS. Sadly, it will not….” 

“…All tolled up, the world is facing a funding gap for the treatment and research of TB of $3.5 billion 
this year alone, according to estimates by WHO and the Global Fund, “a figure that will nearly double 
by 2022. More resources from domestic and international sources, high-level political commitment, 
and investment in research and development are needed.”…” 

“…In the end, if the experience with antibiotics is any guide, the United Nations may not be 
capable of standing up to the $1.1 trillion pharmaceutical industry or the Trump administration. 
And organizing worldwide efforts to save millions of lives requires a chain of command that features 
genuine cooperation among the U.N., large multilaterals such as the Global Fund, and thousands of 
dedicated NGOs that are fighting diseases on the front lines. But developing such a system does not 
appear to be a priority of the U.N. The great success in fighting HIV, pushed by the U.N., appears to 
be an exception to the rule.” 

• Devex - Stop TB executive worries over 'accountability' as high-level meeting draws near 

“The high-level meeting on tuberculosis in New York on Wednesday will give the infectious disease a 
rare political moment in the spotlight. But one key issue hangs over the TB community: How can 
leaders be held accountable to their promises?” 

Tellingly, there were not many leaders from BRICs  (many high-burden TB countries are BRICs). For 
example Modi wasn’t there.  

“…Some see the high-level meeting as the culmination of a year’s worth of advocacy work. But for 
the TB community, Ditiu says the “real work” starts on Wednesday, Sept. 27 — the day after the 
summit….” 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/09/25/you-cant-treat-tuberculosis-with-platitudes/
https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/2018-09-19-more-urgency-new-funding-needed-to-end-tb/
https://www.statista.com/topics/1764/global-pharmaceutical-industry/
https://www.devex.com/news/stop-tb-executive-worries-over-accountability-as-high-level-meeting-draws-near-93506?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66222140&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9X72EW19ido7D8FidiZcSI-PKphHLjqjgX0GuKHRGCqzarju1nXK1HiMCVJWBOHZ0hcIb2709-CxEmUFk0MzdRJVME7umqshBwpSLZFSRq3HS4ewc&_hsmi=66222140
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As Devex noted, “…The new path to end the disease doesn't come with an implementation plan for 
key elements, such as the production of generic drugs, or who will be in charge of shepherding the 
agreement and its goals forward….” 

 

• R Silverman, K Chalkidou et al in a CGD (blog) - As UN General Assembly Highlights 

Tuberculosis Fight, Will BRICS Lead on the R&D Agenda?  

A more optimistic take on possible BRICS’ leadership on TB (R&D, more in particular), and what it 
would require according to the CGD fellows. 

“…Tuberculosis is often considered a disease of poverty, but increasingly the burden is concentrated 
in a handful of middle-income countries—Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (the BRICS). 
The BRICS are home to over 40 percent of all incident TB cases and 55 percent of cases with multi-
drug-resistance (MDR)…” 

“…Development of a new generation of TB treatment—a regimen that can start turning the tide 
against the global epidemic, at least if complemented by new diagnostic tools—may hinge on 
whether BRICS are willing to take leadership of the global TB agenda. As we approach this week’s 
high-level meeting, there are already several positive signs….” 

• KFF - The U.S. Government and Global Tuberculosis Efforts  

Updated factsheet.  

• Els Torreele (MSF – Access Campaign) – in a Speaking of Medicine blog:  Mobilizing the 
Research Community for TB – The Time Is Now  

“Els Torreele, the Executive Director of Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF)’s Access Campaign, suggests 
ways world leaders can use this week’s first ever UN High-Level Meeting on tuberculosis on 
September 26 to discuss how improved research and development can be used to address the 
tuberculosis crisis.” 

• MSF’s (rather damning) reaction after the summit - Response to the first ever TB HL 
summit.  

 

• Lancet Comment - Advancing global tuberculosis control after the UNGA-HLM 

B Marais et al; https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32361-

4/fulltext  

Comment by global TB advocates. 

https://www.cgdev.org/blog/un-general-assembly-highlights-tuberculosis-fight-will-brics-lead-rd-agenda?utm_source=180925&utm_medium=cgd_email&utm_campaign=cgd_weekly&utm_&&&
https://www.cgdev.org/blog/un-general-assembly-highlights-tuberculosis-fight-will-brics-lead-rd-agenda?utm_source=180925&utm_medium=cgd_email&utm_campaign=cgd_weekly&utm_&&&
https://www.kff.org/global-health-policy/fact-sheet/the-u-s-government-and-global-tuberculosis-efforts/?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66222140&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9X72EW19ido7D8FidiZcSI-PKphHLjqjgX0GuKHRGCqzarju1nXK1HiMCVJWBOHZ0hcIb2709-CxEmUFk0MzdRJVME7umqshBwpSLZFSRq3HS4ewc&_hsmi=66222140
https://blogs.plos.org/speakingofmedicine/2018/09/25/mobilizing-the-research-community-for-tb-the-time-is-now/
https://blogs.plos.org/speakingofmedicine/2018/09/25/mobilizing-the-research-community-for-tb-the-time-is-now/
https://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/what-we-do/news-stories/story/msf-response-first-ever-un-tuberculosis-summit?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWlRFNE1qQXdOalkwTldObSIsInQiOiJaNnJqSWlPMmY3UlNYT3JiMENhUkt1dmVFRklocEs2NnZwV3pRd3pyZ1pMM2NUZldKNWxqY0xZdXFCS1MwQWVjY2hBYVAwVWJ6K2hZWmRiWTJlc3NcL2tkeHkxVFk5QjMrbkJNbUN6a0hIV2JTTHJOWUROdm9NRm5UQVc1K2luWVcifQ%3D%3D
https://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/what-we-do/news-stories/story/msf-response-first-ever-un-tuberculosis-summit?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWlRFNE1qQXdOalkwTldObSIsInQiOiJaNnJqSWlPMmY3UlNYT3JiMENhUkt1dmVFRklocEs2NnZwV3pRd3pyZ1pMM2NUZldKNWxqY0xZdXFCS1MwQWVjY2hBYVAwVWJ6K2hZWmRiWTJlc3NcL2tkeHkxVFk5QjMrbkJNbUN6a0hIV2JTTHJOWUROdm9NRm5UQVc1K2luWVcifQ%3D%3D
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32361-4/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32361-4/fulltext
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“… in the past 12 months there has been increased political activity to generate more coordinated 
political action to change the status quo….” 

However, “… The UNGA-HLM declarations will be meaningless unless they are acted upon and 
translated into priority deliverables. They need to deliver increased funding and the resources 
required to take forward five major “key asks” prioritised by Stop TB Partnership's tuberculosis 
stakeholders and communities for the UNGA-HLM….” 

• B Lomborg & A Motsoaledi in the Globe and Mail - The moral and economic case for action 

to end tuberculosis   

Bit a strange duo.  

• BMJ Editorial (Michael Reid & Eric Goosby) – Eradicating TB  

“Governments must work together within a clear framework of accountability.”  Reid & Goosby do a 
suggestion in this respect (for a global & transparent accountability framework for an 
interdependent global population), a framework they see as essential – moving thus beyond the 
narrow view that TB is a problem of the world’s poorest societies. 

WB - United Nations, World Bank, and Humanitarian Organizations Launch 

Innovative Partnership to End Famine 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/09/23/united-nations-world-bank-

humanitarian-organizations-launch-innovative-partnership-to-end-famine  

“The United Nations, World Bank, International Committee of the Red Cross, Microsoft Corp., Google 
and Amazon Web Services today announced an unprecedented global partnership to prevent future 
famines. The international organizations, with support from leading global technology firms, are 
launching the Famine Action Mechanism (FAM)—the first global mechanism dedicated to 
preventing future famines. In the past, responses to these devastating events has often come too 
late, once many lives have already been lost, incurring high assistance costs….” 

It will be first rolled out in a selected group of vulnerable countries.  

Ten asks Women in Global Health: Doing things differently in gender equality and 

global health 

Roopa Dhatt et al; https://www.womeningh.org/single-post/2018/09/19/Ten-Asks-doing-things-

differently-in-Gender-Equality-and-Global-Health  

Reflections for the 73rd United Nations General Assembly and UN High-Level Meetings, but also for 
beyond. Among others to realize the “triple gender dividend” in global health. Well worth a read 
(and action).  

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-the-moral-and-economic-case-for-action-to-end-tuberculosis/?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=3329489c34-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_24_01_52&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-3329489c34-865935
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-the-moral-and-economic-case-for-action-to-end-tuberculosis/?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=3329489c34-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_24_01_52&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-3329489c34-865935
https://www.bmj.com/content/362/bmj.k3918?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66189885&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--sOHDm0iJ6s4RmXvM7VOlKL62etg9oQgA_HJ8rJSyvsSHUJvZlxNhfv1tg9BDMOlvdSiU6twYFZ0MDMjXCwgqvivMOLw&_hsmi=66189885
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/09/23/united-nations-world-bank-humanitarian-organizations-launch-innovative-partnership-to-end-famine
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/09/23/united-nations-world-bank-humanitarian-organizations-launch-innovative-partnership-to-end-famine
https://www.womeningh.org/single-post/2018/09/19/Ten-Asks-doing-things-differently-in-Gender-Equality-and-Global-Health
https://www.womeningh.org/single-post/2018/09/19/Ten-Asks-doing-things-differently-in-Gender-Equality-and-Global-Health
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NCD HL meeting  (27 Sept) 

 

Below first coverage of the HL meeting, then some analyses, new reports, other news related to 
NCDs at UNGA, … 

 

IP-Watch - UN General Assembly Adopts High-Level Political Declaration On Noncommunicable 

Diseases 

http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/27/un-general-assembly-adopts-high-level-political-declaration-

noncommunicable-diseases/  

Coverage of the meeting itself. Must-read. “The United Nations General Assembly is meeting today 
for the Third High-Level Meeting on Noncommunicable Diseases, and has adopted an ambitious 
political declaration, entitled, “Time to Deliver: Accelerating our response to address NCDs for the 
health and well-being of present and future generations.”…” 

WHO – Heads of State commit to lead response to beat noncommunicable diseases, promote 

mental health 

http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/27-09-2018-heads-of-state-commit-to-lead-response-to-
beat-noncommunicable-diseases-promote-mental-health  

WHO statement on the HL meeting on NCDs. “Heads of state and government today committed to 
13 new steps to tackle noncommunicable diseases including cancers, heart and lung diseases, 
stroke, and diabetes, and to promote mental health and well-being….” 

UN News - Chronic illnesses: UN stands up to stop 41 million avoidable deaths per year 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1021132  

“Heart disease, stroke, cancer, diabetes, chronic Lyme disease, depression” – just some of the 
illnesses outlined by World Health Organization (WHO) chief Dr. Tedros Ghebreyesus, who drove 
home the danger by asking delegates to stand up, when they heard the name of an illness that 
had killed someone they loved: One by one, every single person in the room, got to their feet. 

Every year, 41 million people are killed prematurely by preventable chronic illnesses, which Dr. 
Ghebreyesus declared a “needless suffering, expense and death.” The figure represents 70 per cent 
of all deaths globally…. 

http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/27/un-general-assembly-adopts-high-level-political-declaration-noncommunicable-diseases/
http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/27/un-general-assembly-adopts-high-level-political-declaration-noncommunicable-diseases/
https://www.un.org/pga/73/event-detail/prevention-of-non-communicable-diseases/
https://www.un.org/pga/73/2018/09/18/ncds-political-declaration-silence-procedure/
https://www.un.org/pga/73/2018/09/18/ncds-political-declaration-silence-procedure/
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/27-09-2018-heads-of-state-commit-to-lead-response-to-beat-noncommunicable-diseases-promote-mental-health
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/27-09-2018-heads-of-state-commit-to-lead-response-to-beat-noncommunicable-diseases-promote-mental-health
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1021132
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/27-09-2018-who-director-general-reappoints-michael-r.-bloomberg-as-who-global-ambassador-for-noncommunicable-diseases-and-injuries
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…we can change course,” he added. “We could prevent 10 million of these deaths by 2025,” he 
explained, referring to WHO’s “Best Buys”, a set of 16 practical interventions that are “cost-
effective and feasible for all countries including low- and middle-income countries” 

He proposed the creation of a “coalition of (presidential) champions” that would spearhead a 
three- to five-year commitment for the quick and intense implementation of the WHO interventions, 
and showcase their potential impact. 

Closing his remarks, the head of WHO said that three key things are needed in every country to 
“win the fight against NCDs” and achieve SDG Target 3.4: political commitment, domestic 
investment and universal health coverage so everyone can benefit from health care “without 
worrying about whether they can afford them.”” 

 

Over then to the less encouraging picture: 

A (rather apt) tweet, by John Butler, a few days before the HL Meeting: “The High-level Meeting on 
#NCDs is not a celebration, it’s a warning. #beatNCDs” 

As for STAT’s expectations on the HL talks, ahead of the meeting:  

“…The talks — the third high-level meeting on the issue since 2011 — will focus on scaling up the 
response. Two big questions leaders want to address: how to better equip health systems to control 
and prevent NCDs, and how to fund the work to make that happen…” 

WHO - Noncommunicable diseases country profiles 2018 

http://www.who.int/nmh/publications/ncd-profiles-2018/en/  

Released earlier this week, ahead of the HL meeting on NCDs. “At the First and Second UN High-level 
Meetings on Noncommunicable Diseases (NCDs) in 2011 and 2014, the World Health Organization 
released Country Profiles, highlighting the latest data on NCDs in each WHO Member State. This 
third set of Country Profiles provides an update on each Member State, presenting key data on 
NCD mortality, risk factor prevalence, national systems capacity to prevent and control NCDs and 
existence of national targets based on the Global Monitoring Framework. These profiles allow 
Member States to track their progress towards achieving the nine global targets, to be attained by 
2025.” … …  

From the foreword (by S Akselrod): “The world is reaching an inflection point. This new publication 
explains that now is the time for government leaders to deliver on their time-bound promise to, by 
2030, reduce, by one third, premature mortality from NCDs through prevention and treatment, 
and promote mental health and well-being. Without significant investments now, 15 million people 
will continue to die each year from NCDs in the prime of their lives, between the ages of 30 and 70. 
And almost 800 000 people will die from suicide, the second leading cause of death among young 
adults. Most of these deaths tomorrow can be avoided by Heads of State and Government making 
smart political choices today”. 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/NCDs?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/beatNCDs?src=hash
http://www.who.int/nmh/publications/ncd-profiles-2018/en/
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“… The overarching message is optimistic. Almost 10 million premature deaths from NCDs can be 
avoided by 2025 if governments decide, today, to implement the WHO “best buys” for NCDs, 
endorsed by the World Health Assembly in 2017. Doing so will prevent 17 million strokes and heart 
attacks by 2030 in the poorest countries, and generate US$ 350 billion in economic growth. Every 
US$1 invested in the proven interventions for NCDs will yield a return of at least US$7 by 2030. … …  

These new Country Profiles reflect a broadened scope from “4 x 4”1 to “5 x 5”, to include mental 
health and environmental air pollution. For the first time the profiles include Member State-
estimates for the number of lives which could be saved by 2025 by implementing the 16 WHO 
“best buys”. “ 

A poignant tweet was perhaps more in line with John Butler’s take:   “The 2018 NCD country profiles 
launched today by @WHO shows that >50% of all countries including India and China are going to 
miss the 2025 NCD targets”.  

Daily Maverick - World leaders place lifestyle choices and health back on the individual 

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-09-26-world-leaders-place-lifestyle-choices-and-
health-back-on-the-individual/   

Must-read analysis of the political declaration on NCDs.  “Global leaders have put the onus on 
individuals to reduce “lifestyle” diseases rather than cracking down on industry in a global 
declaration to be adopted at today’s UN High Level Meeting on Non-Communicable Diseases.”  
Includes the take from Katie Dain (NCD Alliance), Vital Strategies, …  

And a tweet on the commercial determinants of health – with a slide showing the many links 
between Big Tobacco, Big Food & Big Alcohol.    With prominent roles for AB-InBev, 3G, Kraft etc. 

“An eye-opener: the links between tobacco, food and alcohol corporations. We cannot ignore the 
business strategy that unites these industries: pushing their unhealthy (but profitable) products 
into developing markets. #NCDFoodPolicy”  

Vital Strategies assessment - Winners and Losers in the Political Declaration on NCDs 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/ec2f19f3689a04a265f3fe14d/files/c081a301-3cf6-4f21-affd-

f9015f6bf6bb/Winners_and_Losers_in_the_Political_Declaration.pdf  

2-pager.  Nice overview of winners & losers. 

WHO - WHO Director-General reappoints Michael R. Bloomberg as WHO Global Ambassador for 

Noncommunicable Diseases and Injuries 

http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/27-09-2018-who-director-general-reappoints-michael-r-
bloomberg-as-who-global-ambassador-for-noncommunicable-diseases-and-injuries  

https://twitter.com/WHO
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-09-26-world-leaders-place-lifestyle-choices-and-health-back-on-the-individual/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-09-26-world-leaders-place-lifestyle-choices-and-health-back-on-the-individual/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/NCDFoodPolicy?src=hash
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/ec2f19f3689a04a265f3fe14d/files/c081a301-3cf6-4f21-affd-f9015f6bf6bb/Winners_and_Losers_in_the_Political_Declaration.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/ec2f19f3689a04a265f3fe14d/files/c081a301-3cf6-4f21-affd-f9015f6bf6bb/Winners_and_Losers_in_the_Political_Declaration.pdf
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/27-09-2018-who-director-general-reappoints-michael-r-bloomberg-as-who-global-ambassador-for-noncommunicable-diseases-and-injuries
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/27-09-2018-who-director-general-reappoints-michael-r-bloomberg-as-who-global-ambassador-for-noncommunicable-diseases-and-injuries
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With all these ambassadorships & other official UN roles, you wonder how much time Bloomberg 
has left for his wife & family. Ah, the sacrifices of global & planetary health : ) 

For a Q&A with Bloomberg, see Global Health Now – Michael R. Bloomberg: Millions Don't Have to 
Die from NCDs  

“To the government leaders gathered in New York today for the third UN high-level meeting on 
noncommunicable diseases, Michael R. Bloomberg brings a positive message: The 41 million annual 
deaths from NCDs are largely preventable. What’s needed to save millions of lives is political will….” 

Gosh. Political will.  

“In an exclusive Q&A with Global Health NOW conducted via email, Bloomberg shares his advice to 
national leaders at today’s UN high-level meeting, examples of best-buy interventions against 
NCDs, the value of solid data in allocating resources, and the under-appreciated power of cities to 
improve global health. “Many of the most effective measures to fight NCDs don’t require a lot of 
money,” Bloomberg says. “They do require political will—and that’s something that today’s meeting 
at the UN can help to build.”…” 

NCD Alliance and Resolve to Save Lives partner to eliminate industrially-produced trans-fatty 

acids  

https://ncdalliance.org/news-events/news/ncd-alliance-and-resolve-to-save-lives-partner-to-

eliminate-trans-fatty-acids  

“The NCD Alliance and Resolve to Save Lives, an initiative of Vital Strategies, are proud to announce 
their new partnership to implement actions in support of the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) 
REPLACE action package, a step-by-step guide for the elimination of industrially-produced transfat 
from the global food supply…. “  

WHO – Global Business Plan on NCDs: Saving lives, spending less 

http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/272534/WHO-NMH-NVI-18.8-
eng.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y  

“The following pages show how the WHO Best Buy interventions for NCDs could be used to achieve 
these savings for countries around the world. The data indicates the potential gains each country 
could see by investing in each of the Best Buys. It is designed to help governments and donors 
identify the areas of greatest potential return for their funding. … … All in all, an additional US$ 1.27 
per person per year in low- and lower-middle-income-countries is needed to implement the WHO 
Best Buys…” 

Defeat NCD partnership – a new PPP 

https://defeatdiabetesorg.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/defeat-ncd-launch-press-release.pdf 

https://www.globalhealthnow.org/2018-09/michael-r-bloomberg-millions-dont-have-die-ncds?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=5bf09b53cc-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_26_03_23&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-5bf09b53cc-865935
https://www.globalhealthnow.org/2018-09/michael-r-bloomberg-millions-dont-have-die-ncds?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=5bf09b53cc-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_26_03_23&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-5bf09b53cc-865935
https://ncdalliance.org/news-events/news/ncd-alliance-and-resolve-to-save-lives-partner-to-eliminate-trans-fatty-acids
https://ncdalliance.org/news-events/news/ncd-alliance-and-resolve-to-save-lives-partner-to-eliminate-trans-fatty-acids
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/272534/WHO-NMH-NVI-18.8-eng.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/272534/WHO-NMH-NVI-18.8-eng.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://defeatdiabetesorg.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/defeat-ncd-launch-press-release.pdf
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“The Defeat-NCD Partnership, launched [today] at the United Nations General Assembly, is a 
concerted effort to reverse the epidemic…. 

“…In an effort to tackle the rising toll of death, disease and disability from NCDs in developing 
countries, the Defeat-NCD Partnership will bring together governments, the private sector and civil 
society, to drive action in some 90 low- and lower-middle income countries… … Hosted by UNOPS, 
The Defeat-NCD Partnership includes governments, multilateral agencies, civil society, academia, 
philanthropic foundations and the private sector, and will focus on four areas…” 

For the media backgrounder on this new PPP, see  here.   

High-level event on UHC during the 73rd session of the United Nations General 

Assembly (UNGA)  - 26 Sept 

https://www.uhc2030.org/news-events/uhc2030-events/article/uhc-leaves-no-one-behind-working-
together-towards-good-health-and-wellbeing-for-all-501533/ 

UHC2030, with collaborating partners, organised a high-level event on 26 September, preparing the 
ground for the UN HLM on UHC next year.  

“The UNGA High-level Meeting (HLM) on UHC in 2019 offers a powerful opportunity to foster 
political commitment and action, building on HLMs on AIDS, AMR, TB and NCDs. UHC must be 
achieved by 2030 to ensure good health and well-being for all. This means at least one billion more 
people will need access to essential health services every five years between 2015-2030.” 

“The objectives of this side event are to: Build political momentum for using health investments to 
deliver increased equity, access and security; Identify options for greater collaboration, alignment 
and harmonisation across health-related SDG goals and targets; Initiate a discussion on how to 
consolidate previous efforts around the UHC movement and complete missing pieces to foster 
political commitment and drive action through HLM-UHC.” 

Among others, the GFF, Save the Children, … also officially joined UHC2030.  

The AMR Challenge 

Cidrap - HHS, CDC issue AMR 'challenge' to public, private sectors 

“The US government is challenging world leaders, corporations, and non-governmental groups to 
step up their efforts against antimicrobial resistance (AMR)…. … In a kick-off event last night at the 
United Nations (UN) General Assembly in New York, US Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) Secretary Alex Azar called on public- and private-sector organizations around the world to 
make formal commitments to the AMR Challenge, a yearlong initiative led by HHS and the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). "This challenge invites stakeholders across the public and 
private sectors and around the world to identify ways in which they can contribute to the fight 
against AMR both locally and globally," Azar told the audience. The challenge asks for at least one 
commitment in one of five areas: improving antibiotic use in humans and animals; reducing 
antibiotics and resistant bacteria in the environment; developing new antibiotics, vaccines, and 

https://defeatdiabetesorg.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/media-backgrounder_the-defeat-ncd-partnership_final.pdf
https://www.uhc2030.org/news-events/uhc2030-events/article/uhc-leaves-no-one-behind-working-together-towards-good-health-and-wellbeing-for-all-501533/
https://www.uhc2030.org/news-events/uhc2030-events/article/uhc-leaves-no-one-behind-working-together-towards-good-health-and-wellbeing-for-all-501533/
http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2018/09/hhs-cdc-issue-amr-challenge-public-private-sectors
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diagnostics; enhancing data collection and sharing; and improving infection prevention and 
control….” 

WHO – Taking action on childhood obesity report 

http://www.who.int/end-childhood-obesity/publications/taking-action-childhood-obesity-

report/en/  

New report, also launched this week.  

Other highlights (& lowlights) from UNGA73 

 

One Planet Summit  

Bloomberg - UN Secretary-General Taps UN Special Envoy Michael R. Bloomberg to Lead Climate 
Finance Leadership Initiative  

“… António Guterres tapped Michael R. Bloomberg, the UN Special Envoy for Climate Action, 
to lead an initiative that will support a global mobilization of private capital in response to the 
challenge of climate change. The Climate Finance Leadership Initiative will work to fulfill 
the private financing objectives included in the landmark Paris Agreement, which reaffirmed the 
goal of mobilizing at least $100 billion per year by 2020 through a combination of public 
development finance and private foreign direct investment….” 

“Mobilizing resources from the public and private sectors is critical to tackling the issue of climate 
change,” said Secretary-General Guterres. “In this year of action leading up to my climate summit, I 
am pleased Mike Bloomberg, my Special Envoy for Climate Action, has agreed to convene private 
sector leaders through this initiative and work closely with leading governments 
to help ensure we can meet the objectives of the Paris Agreement.”;..” 

“… Earlier today, Secretary-General Guterres invited President of France Emmanuel Macron, along 
with Jamaican Prime Minister Andrew Holness, to lead on the issue of scaling up climate finance 
over the coming year. The Climate Finance Leadership Initiative will work closely with the 
Government of France in supporting its presidency of the G7 in 2019, and will provide a first report to 
G7 Finance Ministers by July 2019.” 

Social progress index 

Devex - Social Progress Index 2018 reveals worrying trends 

“Countries from the global south have made the biggest gains in social progress over the past five 
years, according to a global index, but low-income countries still lag far behind their wealthier 
neighbors as worrying trends emerge. The 2018 Social Progress Index, launched Wednesday, collects 

http://www.who.int/end-childhood-obesity/publications/taking-action-childhood-obesity-report/en/
http://www.who.int/end-childhood-obesity/publications/taking-action-childhood-obesity-report/en/
https://www.bloomberg.org/press/releases/un-secretary-general-taps-un-special-envoy-bloomberg-lead-climate-finance-leadership-initiative/
https://www.bloomberg.org/press/releases/un-secretary-general-taps-un-special-envoy-bloomberg-lead-climate-finance-leadership-initiative/
https://www.devex.com/news/social-progress-index-2018-reveals-worrying-trends-93439
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and aggregates data from 146 countries. It is intended to complement economic measures such as 
gross domestic product by offering a comprehensive measure of a country’s social and environmental 
performance based on 51 indicators….” 

“…progress is mixed and there are worrying trends including declining personal rights and 
inclusiveness in some countries. Water and sanitation has also lagged behind other issues….” 

Fyi – “SPI — which was first launched in 2014 and is mainly funded by U.S. foundations including 
Skoll, Heron, Ford, and also Deloitte — groups indicators into three categories…” 

Big Business & SDGs 

Oxfam (blog) -  Are Big Companies Walking Their Talk on the SDGs? New report digs into the 

evidence  

Are they walking the talk? Euhm, no.   Incisive blog related to a  new Oxfam report on Business and 
the SDGs.  

 

Devex - World Benchmarking Alliance aims to push businesses to do good through new ranking 

system  

But all will change with this new World Benchmarking Alliance : ) 

“… WBA will make a publicly available, free set of benchmarks and will use them to rank the world’s 
2,000 largest companies on their contributions to the SDGs. The first set of benchmarks — which 
covers food and agriculture, climate and energy, digital inclusion and gender equity — will be 
published in 2020, while the full set will be completed by 2023. The initiative is founded by Aviva, 
the insurance company, the Index Initiative, and the United Nations Foundation. Funding will come 
from Aviva and the governments of the United Kingdom, The Netherlands, and Denmark….” 

See also IISD - World Benchmarking Alliance to Rank Companies’ Performance on SDGs.   

UN News - Youth2030: UN chief launches bold new strategy for young people ‘to lead’ 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020302  

“The United Nations Secretary-General launched a new partnership strategy with the world’s 1.8 
billion young people on Monday, to help put “their ideas into action”.”  See also IISD.   

In case you’re curious: you’re considered “young” if you’re 30 or below : ) 

https://oxfamblogs.org/fp2p/are-big-companies-walking-their-talk-on-the-sdgs-new-report-digs-into-the-evidence/
https://oxfamblogs.org/fp2p/are-big-companies-walking-their-talk-on-the-sdgs-new-report-digs-into-the-evidence/
https://policy-practice.oxfam.org.uk/publications/walking-the-talk-assessing-companies-progress-from-sdg-rhetoric-to-action-620550
https://www.devex.com/news/world-benchmarking-alliance-aims-to-push-businesses-to-do-good-through-new-ranking-system-93510
https://www.devex.com/news/world-benchmarking-alliance-aims-to-push-businesses-to-do-good-through-new-ranking-system-93510
http://sdg.iisd.org/news/world-benchmarking-alliance-to-rank-companies-performance-on-sdgs/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020302
http://sdg.iisd.org/news/un-launches-2030-strategy-and-global-partnership-initiative-for-youth/
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The African Union and UNAIDS, as chair of the H6 partnership, join forces to tackle sexual and 

gender-based violence and health in humanitarian crises 

http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/pressreleaseandstatementarchive/2018/septemb

er/women-health-in-humanitarian-crises  

The title of this news is pretty obvious. 

UN SG HL meeting on Financing the SDGs (24 Sept) 

UN News – Financing the 2030 Agenda: What is it and why is it important? 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020152  

António Guterres launched his strategy to finance the 2030 Agenda to put the world on a more 
sustainable path on 24 September.  

As you might have expected, he said (UN News), a ‘Surge in financing’ is needed to transform the 
world: UN chief  

“…He was joined by Christine Lagarde, Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), 
several Heads of State and Government, as well as senior representatives of leading companies – 
including the founder of Microsoft, Bill Gates – and philanthropic foundations….” 

“…The financing needs of the 2030 Agenda, said Mr. Guterres, are immense, in the order of 
between $5 and $7 trillion per year…. … Mr. Guterres outlined three “essential action points” for 
developed countries: meeting the commitments made in the Addis Ababa Action Agenda; continued 
support for developing countries in creating good governance measures and fighting illicit flows of 
capital; and stepping up efforts in developing innovative financing and in mobilizing private 
investment….” 

See also IISD coverage of this launch - High-level Meeting on SDG Financing Calls for Better Data, 

Long-term Investment  

“…The meeting focused on three priorities for scaling up financing for the SDGs: aligning global 
financial and economic policies with the 2030 Agenda; enhancing sustainable financing strategies, 
and seizing the potential of financial innovations, new technologies, and digitalization to provide 
equitable access to finance. Bill Gates, Founder, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, emphasized that 
the financial system needs to evolve to support developing countries, with foreign aid being a 
fundamental pillar.” 

See also Devex - Guterres launches new plan for SDG financing, as private finance takes the spotlight  

http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/pressreleaseandstatementarchive/2018/september/women-health-in-humanitarian-crises
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/pressreleaseandstatementarchive/2018/september/women-health-in-humanitarian-crises
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020152
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020372
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020372
https://www.imf.org/external/np/omd/bios/cl.htm
https://www.imf.org/external/index.htm
http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/AAAA_Outcome.pdf
http://sdg.iisd.org/news/high-level-meeting-on-sdg-financing-calls-for-better-data-long-term-investment/
http://sdg.iisd.org/news/high-level-meeting-on-sdg-financing-calls-for-better-data-long-term-investment/
https://www.devex.com/news/guterres-launches-new-plan-for-sdg-financing-as-private-finance-takes-the-spotlight-93511
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“…Laurence Fink, CEO of BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager   [ he runs the world's 
biggest fund, worth more than $6 trillion ], addressed the crowded U.N. Economic and Social 
Council Chamber and talked about why it is critical for investors to start to consider sustainability 
as a key part of its investing progress. He called for better data and measurement, which he said 
was “indispensable for driving capital, which is what will ultimately drive sustainable 
development.”… “ …. We need to act urgently to drive progress,” Guterres said. “That means 
galvanizing political support across governments and local communities, building momentum for 
change in corporate boardrooms, and doing better in tapping resources that sit idle — some $300 
trillion in financial assets are managed by the global financial system on our collective behalf.”…” 

 

Some other links related to SDG financing: 

Public Finance Intenational -  Low-income countries ‘need to spend extra $520bn’ a year to meet 
SDGs  

“Poor countries need to collectively spend an additional $520bn a year on key public services and 
infrastructure if they are going to meet the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, according to 
International Monetary Fund analysis. Estimates issued by the lender today suggested that 
“significant new spending” was required on health, education, water and sanitation, roads and 
electricity, all of which are “critical” for sustainable and inclusive growth. The fund examined 
spending needs across 49 low-income developing countries….” 

A Convergence report – The State of Blended Finance 2018  

So far, about 100 billion has been mobilized in this way, but apparently, it’s now taking off.  
“…Blended finance – the strategic use of catalytic capital from public and philanthropic sources to 
mobilize additional private sector investment – is one important approach to financing the SDGs…” 
“… The United Nations (UN) member countries reached consensus on the importance of blended 
finance at the Third International Conference on Financing for Development in 2015. Since then, 
blended finance has entered the mainstream. Over the past year, blended finance has found its way 
into international development policy and strategies, made news headlines, and become a central 
theme across major global conferences.” 

Guardian - Corporations behind increase in developing-world debt – report 

“An “explosion” in corporate and household debt across the developing world since the financial 
crisis has left some of the world’s poorest countries with little protection against Donald Trump’s 
trade wars and a slowdown in global growth. The United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (Unctad) warned in its annual health check on the global economy that while 
governments had kept a lid on their debts, private corporations were behind a dramatic increase in 
developing-world debts. 

“…Free-trade zones, often near coastal towns and port cities, have played a part in offering 
multinational companies a virtually tax-free base from which to assemble manufactured goods such 
as cars, fridges and cookers. …  

… In a seemingly clear reference to the US tech giants Apple and Amazon, Unctad said: “The 
increase in profits of large “superstar” firms has been a major driver of global inequality, widening 

https://www.publicfinanceinternational.org/news/2018/09/low-income-countries-need-spend-extra-520bn-year-meet-sdgs?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66189885&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--sOHDm0iJ6s4RmXvM7VOlKL62etg9oQgA_HJ8rJSyvsSHUJvZlxNhfv1tg9BDMOlvdSiU6twYFZ0MDMjXCwgqvivMOLw&_hsmi=66189885
https://www.publicfinanceinternational.org/news/2018/09/low-income-countries-need-spend-extra-520bn-year-meet-sdgs?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66189885&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--sOHDm0iJ6s4RmXvM7VOlKL62etg9oQgA_HJ8rJSyvsSHUJvZlxNhfv1tg9BDMOlvdSiU6twYFZ0MDMjXCwgqvivMOLw&_hsmi=66189885
https://www.convergence.finance/knowledge/7LEqTu0YeceaQugSWaSKSk/view?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTm1NeE9UWmpOMlUxT0RBMiIsInQiOiJpSGdYTVJ4XC9cL2Y4ZFdOU2FcL2hSTVl3bzM3TjRieWFGaWRWRUFkYlh4NzFjMkFoM2I4ZWtpaDFCUkxWc1pET3BGVjR4OWN1UnRKZXNMeFwvVXMwNWFtc2I3VHZ2dktmWVRWV2k0WEhHclwvc1RKblNUUTdEa0wxQjdVNGNLTkNHdmpGIn0%3D
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/sep/26/corporations-behind-increase-in-developing-world-debt-report
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/sep/24/new-us-tariffs-on-china-take-effect-with-no-compromise-in-sight
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/sep/24/new-us-tariffs-on-china-take-effect-with-no-compromise-in-sight
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jul/16/imf-trump-trade-war-global-economy-us-tariff-weo
https://www.theguardian.com/world/unitednations
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the gap between a small number of big winners and a large collection of smaller companies and 
workers that are being squeezed.”…” 

Some general analysis of the UNGA mood, themes & priorities 

ODI (blog) - Leaders warning progress too slow: a view from UNGA 

Alex Thier; https://www.odi.org/comment/10689-leaders-warning-progress-too-slow-view-unga  

“What do Christine Lagarde, Bill Gates, Winnie Byanyima and Justin Trudeau have in common? They 
all joined UN Secretary-General António Guterres yesterday at the UN to say that they are worried. 

Why? There are a lot of numbers flying around this year at the UN General Assembly (UNGA) but 
they all say one thing: progress is being made, but way too slowly to meet the Sustainable 
Development Goals by 2030. Three years into the 15-year global goals, the theme of this year’s UN 
jamboree seems to be 'a worried world.' We look at progress on ending extreme poverty, combating 
climate change, lowering inequality and creating peace, and we are left wondering if we have the 
multilateral cooperation, political will – and yes, the funds – to meet these fundamental 
challenges….” 

ODI (blog) - At UNGA, three global leaders call for aid to be better targeted 

towards the poorest 

M Manuel; https://www.odi.org/comment/10691-unga-three-global-leaders-call-aid-be-better-
targeted-towards-poorest 

“…With leaders in New York this week for the UN General Assembly, I was encouraged to see that the 
heads of three major multilateral institutions all sounded the alarm – during the very first day of 
proceedings – that aid needs to be better targeted towards the poorest.  In a sign of growing 
momentum, IMF head Christine Lagarde, World Bank CEO Kristalina Georgieva, and Charlotte Petri 
Gornitzka, Chair of the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC), all made this same call to 
action. … … This recognition at the highest level may be the first step toward redistributing aid to the 
countries least able to finance the end of extreme poverty themselves.” 

Trump & Macron at UNGA 

Devex – In Trump's US aid review, can development principles prevail? 

Devex; 

“ In his speech to the United Nations General Assembly on Tuesday, United States President 
Donald Trump alluded to an effort his administration is pursuing that has raised concerns within 
the U.S. global development community. Trump expressed his disapproval of the current 
relationship between the U.S. — the world’s largest foreign aid donor by volume — and the countries 
that receive its assistance. “The United States is the world’s largest giver in the world, by far, of 

https://www.odi.org/comment/10689-leaders-warning-progress-too-slow-view-unga
https://www.odi.org/comment/10691-unga-three-global-leaders-call-aid-be-better-targeted-towards-poorest
https://www.odi.org/comment/10691-unga-three-global-leaders-call-aid-be-better-targeted-towards-poorest
https://www.devex.com/news/in-trump-s-us-aid-review-can-development-principles-prevail-93530?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66222140&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9X72EW19ido7D8FidiZcSI-PKphHLjqjgX0GuKHRGCqzarju1nXK1HiMCVJWBOHZ0hcIb2709-CxEmUFk0MzdRJVME7umqshBwpSLZFSRq3HS4ewc&_hsmi=66222140
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foreign aid.  But few give anything to us,” Trump said. That broad complaint served as the basis for 
the first public acknowledgement by the administration of a major review process currently 
underway to reevaluate how the U.S. decides where it should allocate its foreign aid money. “We 
are taking a hard look at U.S. foreign assistance,” Trump said. “That will be headed up by Secretary 
of State Mike Pompeo. We will examine what is working, what is not working, and whether the 
countries who receive our dollars and our protection also have our interests at heart. Moving 
forward, we are only going to give foreign aid to those who respect us and, frankly, are our 
friends,” Trump said.” 

In related news, do read also on Quartz - The US is ranking which countries are most and least 
deserving of aid  

“…The way his administration will determine which countries it support is much more quantifiable 
than the president’s words would suggest, according to US Agency for International Development 
(USAID) officials. They have been working for months on a proprietary internal algorithm that will 
evaluate needy countries’ ability to wean themselves off foreign aid, based on the strength of their 
government, civil society, economy, and political commitment. The US will make funding decisions 
based in part on how a country fares on this ranking, part of a push to help foreign-aid recipients 
on their “journey to self-reliance….” 

Guardian – Emmanuel Macron: 'More choice would mean fewer children in Africa' 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/26/education-family-planning-key-
africa-future-emmanuel-macron-un-general-assembly  

“Emmanuel Macron has said many African women would choose to have smaller families if they 
had greater access to education and family planning. The French president, who has come under 
fire over his views on Africa in the past, added that the future for the continent’s young people must 
be to stay in a revitalised Africa, and insisted it was “pure bullshit” to suggest he was telling African 
people from New York what to do with their lives. “One of the critical issues of African demography 
is that this is not chosen fertility,” said Macron, speaking at the Gates Foundation’s “goalkeepers” 
event on the margins of the UN general assembly in New York….” 

Human capital 

Lancet - Measuring human capital: a systematic analysis of 195 countries and 

territories, 1990–2016 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)31941-X/fulltext  

Must-read by Chris Murray’s team. 

“Human capital is recognised as the level of education and health in a population and is considered 
an important determinant of economic growth. The World Bank has called for measurement and 
annual reporting of human capital to track and motivate investments in health and education and 

https://qz.com/1402646/unga-the-us-is-ranking-which-countries-deserve-aid/?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66259212&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Ymi8WtHLvFcbFmHaF8jOd3-sk-2_aII8M7i0TiBsSRVAy20W3sHfhDexlClntM2AY3bRatdP-DtOLQiwZch8m-FMDb7kqToXThUmLGtHbmsYEDn0&_hsmi=66259212
https://qz.com/1402646/unga-the-us-is-ranking-which-countries-deserve-aid/?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66259212&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Ymi8WtHLvFcbFmHaF8jOd3-sk-2_aII8M7i0TiBsSRVAy20W3sHfhDexlClntM2AY3bRatdP-DtOLQiwZch8m-FMDb7kqToXThUmLGtHbmsYEDn0&_hsmi=66259212
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/26/education-family-planning-key-africa-future-emmanuel-macron-un-general-assembly
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/26/education-family-planning-key-africa-future-emmanuel-macron-un-general-assembly
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)31941-X/fulltext
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enhance productivity. We aim to provide a new comprehensive measure of human capital across 
countries globally.”   

“…This study provides a new measure of expected human capital for 195 countries, consisting of four 
components: educational attainment, learning, health, and survival, based on a systematic analysis 
of all available data….” 

 Interesting to see, for example, how the ranking of the US dropped between 1990 & 2016. 

They conclude: “Countries vary widely in the rate of human capital formation. Monitoring the 
production of human capital can facilitate a mechanism to hold governments and donors 
accountable for investments in health and education.”   This is indeed the (benchmarking) logic the 
WB is hoping for, also with a view on investors on stock markets. 

A weak point perhaps: while obviously, human capital formation is extremely important for many 
reasons, certainly for children currently lacking opportunities, but also at a macro level (i.e. including 
economic growth), it’s a pity that the article does not mention at any point that beyond a certain 
country income level, economic growth might be detrimental. In other words, there’s not even a 
hint of ‘planetary health’ thinking in this Human Capital approach. The logic is very much on 
boosting human capital with a view on economic growth.  For HICs, I have my doubts whether that’s 
(still) the right way of thinking (see the US). 

WB (paper) - Methodology for a World Bank Human Capital Index 

A Kraaj; http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/300071537907028892/pdf/WPS8593.pdf  

Brand new paper, well in time for the WB meeting in Bali next month where the Human Capital 
Approach will officially be launched.  

“This paper describes the methodology for a new World Bank Human Capital Index (HCI). The HCI 
combines indicators of health and education into a measure of the human capital that a child born 
today can expect to obtain by her 18th birthday, given the risks of poor education and health that 
prevail in the country where she lives. The HCI is measured in units of productivity relative to a 
benchmark of complete education and full health, and ranges from 0 to 1. A value of x on the HCI 
indicates that a child born today can expect to be only x ×100 percent as productive as a future 
worker as she would be if she enjoyed complete education and full health. The methodology of the 
HCI is anchored in the extensive literature on development accounting.” 

The Elders tell it like it is on UHC 

Tedros can perhaps learn a thing or two from some of his predecessors & former UN leaders in this 

respect. 

Guardian - Ex-UN chief Ban Ki-moon says US healthcare system is 'morally wrong' 

 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/300071537907028892/pdf/WPS8593.pdf
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https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/25/ex-un-chief-ban-kioon-says-us-healthcare-
system-is-morally-wrong 
 
“The former United Nations secretary general Ban Ki-moon has denounced the United States’ 
healthcare system as politically and morally wrong, and urged American leaders to enact publicly 
financed healthcare as a “human right”.  

The former UN secretary general accused ‘powerful’ health interests in the US of blocking universal 
healthcare.  

Lancet (Comment) - India's health reforms: the need for balance 

 

Gro Harlem Brundtland; https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-

6736(18)32387-0/fulltext  

A more “balanced” take on “Modicare” than Richard Horton’s, from a few weeks ago…  

“… Our concern though is that in creating this surge in demand India's UHC reforms will become 
unbalanced and favour expensive inpatient hospital care rather than more cost-effective primary 
care. … …  With the blaze of publicity for the launch of the health insurance programme, there is a 
danger that Ayushman Bharat will become synonymous with hospital insurance for many people 
in India. This perception could result in people bypassing PHC services as they use their gold cards to 
access specialist care in hospitals. …” 

WHO - Ray Chambers appointed WHO Ambassador for Global 
Strategy 

WHO;   

“WHO has today appointed philanthropist, humanitarian and health advocate Ray Chambers as its 
Ambassador for Global Strategy. This new role is designed to support WHO’s work to mobilize the 
international community to advance the global health agenda, including achieving global health 
targets set out in the Sustainable Development Goals….” 

Lancet (Editorial)  - The case for investing in WHO 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32289-X/fulltext  

The Lancet’s take on WHO’s first investment case. 

“…That WHO is articulating its investment case is unprecedented and welcome. WHO's work on 
global public goods (eg, norms, standards, and technical guidance) is more important than ever and 
is seriously under-appreciated by development partners….” 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/25/ex-un-chief-ban-kioon-says-us-healthcare-system-is-morally-wrong
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/sep/25/ex-un-chief-ban-kioon-says-us-healthcare-system-is-morally-wrong
https://www.theguardian.com/world/ban-ki-moon
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32387-0/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32387-0/fulltext
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/26-09-2018-ray-chambers-appointed-who-ambassador-for-global-strategy?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66259212&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Ymi8WtHLvFcbFmHaF8jOd3-sk-2_aII8M7i0TiBsSRVAy20W3sHfhDexlClntM2AY3bRatdP-DtOLQiwZch8m-FMDb7kqToXThUmLGtHbmsYEDn0&_hsmi=66259212
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32289-X/fulltext
http://www.who.int/docs/default-source/investment-case/who-ic-healthier-humanity.pdf?sfvrsn=ef29c5d6_2
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However, “…A valuable contribution of the investment case would have been to clearly articulate 
what WHO will actually do in its three priority areas and where its comparative advantage lies: 
global public goods and normative work, emergency preparedness, and support to countries in 
developing the health policies needed to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). At a 
time when WHO is competing for limited donor resources against other institutions, such as The 
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria and Gavi, The Vaccine Alliance, a clear 
explanation of how additional investments will deliver the goals set out in the investment case 
seems crucial. A more precise analysis could have made the case for a chronically underfunded but 
desperately useful and overlooked part played by WHO: that of providing global public goods, 
which need to be reinforced to reach the SDGs and respond to old and emerging global health 
threats….”  So the Lancet suggests to sharpen the investment case further. 

Lancet – Offline: It's time to hold the private sector 
accountable 

R Horton; https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32392-4/fulltext  

“This year's IAP report  [i.e. the report by the Independent Accountability Panel for Women's, 
Children's, and Adolescents' Health (IAP), see above ]  focuses on the part played by the private 
sector in advancing women's and children's health. …“  “…As the IAP notes, the global health 
community increasingly looks to the private sector for help in achieving these goals—delivering 
services, increasing access to medicines, providing food, and developing new technologies. Here lies 
a contradiction. The private sector creates and sells goods and services. But health is not a 
commodity to be bought and sold. It is a fundamental human right. How can a private sector 
dedicated to profit distributed among a small number of shareholders be compatible with the health 
of all people in all communities?...” 

“…the IAP recognises that this tension must be managed. Its five recommendations—on access to 
services, the pharmaceutical and food industries, the UN Global Compact, and business 
engagement—share common principles: the private sector must be subject to higher standards, 
stronger regulation, minimum legal requirements, increased judicial oversight, greater transparency, 
and more robust independent national and global accountability….” 

Horton concludes: “…The IAP report and its recommendations are important. I hope that WHO's 
Director-General will make the private sector a special focus of next year's World Health Assembly. 
It is time for the private sector to be drawn out of the shadows of global health and held 
accountable for its decisions and actions.” 

BMC Special collection SHAPES - Showcasing social science 
approaches to health systems and policy research 

Edited by Stephanie M. Topp, Kerry Scott, Karen Daniels, and Ana Lorena Ruano  

https://www.biomedcentral.com/collections/SHAPES  

Wonderful new collection, to be launched officially in Liverpool in October. 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32392-4/fulltext
https://www.biomedcentral.com/collections/SHAPES
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“This special collection represents a critical response to the frequent silencing of qualitative, social 
science research approaches in mainstream public health journals, particularly in those that inform 
the field of health policy and systems research (HPSR), and the study of equity in health. Presented 
by SHAPES, the thematic working group of Health Systems Global focused on social science 
approaches to research and engagement in health policy and systems, this collection showcases 
how qualitative and theory-driven approaches can contribute to better promoting equity in health 
within the field of HPSR. This initial collection of six research papers and two commentaries cut 
across a range of social science approaches describing, and to differing extents deconstructing, the 
ways in which health systems interact with and exacerbate broader social and structural inequities. 
Two important threads that run through this collection include the ways in which global health 
policies are absorbed into, and impact on, national and subnational health systems; and the way 
different resources and mechanisms can be mobilized as a form of redress to various systemic 
inequities. The papers in this collection showcase just some of the ways in which social science 
methods generate important new knowledge that is both sensitive to context and which service as a 
means for 'un-silencing' voices on the margins.” 

Start with the Editorial - Showcasing the contribution of social sciences to health policy and systems 
research (by S Topp et al) , and T Greenhalgh’s Comment -  What have the social sciences ever done 
for equity in health policy and health systems?   (check out the paragraph on ‘critical social science’ 
in particular) 

But then go on the read the papers as well, including many from EV alumni.  

Gallup’s World Happiness survey 

The world has reached the lowest level of happiness in ten years 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/world-sinks-to-10-year-happiness-low  

Merry news from last week: “World happiness levels are at their lowest level in over a decade, with 
the number of people who say they feel stressed and worried rising, according to a survey 
published on Wednesday.” “… Sub-Saharan Africa led the way, with 24 of 35 countries surveyed 
reaching a 10-year happiness lows in 2017, often due to civic unrest crippling healthcare systems 
and causing people to go hungry. … … Wealthier countries were not immune to the dip in mood. 
About half the Americans interviewed said they were stressed – roughly the same proportion of 
respondents as in the CAR. 

“…Economist Jan-Emmanuel De Neve said it was "disturbing" to see the global mood souring against 
a backdrop of rising wealth and material progress. "There is probably a more structural indicator 
around the increasing wealth not being inclusive enough," said De Neve, an associate professor at 
the University of Oxford who has written about the link between income and happiness…” 

Fortunately, there’s still Bill Gates to spot different trends, especially for the young in the South. See 
the Guardian - 'Our time is now': world youth poll reveals unexpected optimism  

“Teenagers in Kenya and Mexico are more optimistic about their future than those in France and 
Sweden, according to polling across 15 countries, which found young people in developing nations 

https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-018-0862-5
https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-018-0862-5
https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-018-0842-9
https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-018-0842-9
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/world-sinks-to-10-year-happiness-low
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/ng-interactive/2018/sep/24/our-time-is-now-world-youth-poll-reveals-unexpected-optimism
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have more positive outlooks. The survey, conducted by Ipsos and funded by the Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation, found young people across all countries were more optimistic than adults, 
though there was widespread dissatisfaction with politicians. More than nine in 10 teenagers in 
Kenya, Mexico, China, Nigeria and India reported feeling positive about their future. Their responses 
contrasted with those of young people in France and Sweden, the most pessimistic of countries 
surveyed….” 

See also IISD - Gates also released the results of a poll of 40,000 people around the world, indicating 
that progress against poverty and disease “is being felt in lower- and middle-income countries”.  

PBF 

BMJ Global Health (Commentary) - Towards constructive rethinking of PBF: 

perspectives of implementers in sub-Saharan Africa 

Serge Mayaka et al; https://gh.bmj.com/content/3/5/e001036  

Answer to the notorious Paul et al article from a while ago, from a number of African PBF 

implementers. 

Key messages: “As implementers of Performance Based Financing (PBF) in various countries in 
Africa, we have seen first-hand its benefits—but we acknowledge that there are challenges that 
require ongoing improvements, and that debates and critical analyses are opportunities to both 
question and strengthen the PBF approach. However, constructive debates must be based on facts, 
value the large set of experiences and require that all parties listen attentively and objectively to the 
arguments of stakeholders, especially those with local knowledge and diversified institutional 
affiliations. Notably, PBF was initiated in Rwanda, jointly by African and European experts—but we 
acknowledge that in our countries, PBF benefits from financial and technical leadership by the 
World Bank and other exogenous actors, and while exogeneity can raise problems, this is far from 
axiomatic. PBF is an evolving strategy, with innovation and amendments by national actors based 
on their context—in Democratic Republic of Congo (a tool for a fair sharing of bonuses), Rwanda 
(community verification), Cameroon (urban PBF), Burundi (exemption of user fees), Burkina Faso 
(focus on indigents), Nigeria (coupling PBF with demand-side financing approaches) and Zimbabwe 
(risk-based verification to reduce administrative costs). We see the value of PBF in its system-wide 
effects, such as improving coordination, decentralisation accountability and overall governance in 
the health system (including community engagement in health system governance), and 
completeness and timeliness of health information system data.” 

Make sure you also read another (equally interesting!) PBF related article in BMJ Global Health, 
Performance-based financing versus improving salary payments to workers: insights from the 
Democratic Republic of Congo 

(by R Maini, J Borghi et al)   On Twitter advertised as : « is there more than one way to skin the PBF 
cat ? » 

 

http://sdg.iisd.org/news/gates-foundation-releases-goalkeepers-report-on-young-peoples-potential-to-transform-africa/
http://sdg.iisd.org/news/gates-foundation-releases-goalkeepers-report-on-young-peoples-potential-to-transform-africa/
https://gh.bmj.com/content/3/5/e001036
https://gh.bmj.com/content/3/5/e000958
https://gh.bmj.com/content/3/5/e000958
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#MeToo, one year on 

Economist (leader) - A movement sparked by an alleged rapist could be the most 

powerful force for equality since women’s suffrage 

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2018/09/27/metoo-one-year-

on?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/metoooneyearonsexandpower  

We happen to agree.  

WHO Financing team - New WHO resources for policymakers 

http://www.who.int/health_financing/topics/fiscal-space/resources-for-

policymakers/en/#.W6ikWrYYQd8.twitter  

“Health policymakers are increasingly concerned with fiscal space for health. Despite the existence of 
a commonly applied conceptual framework from the World Bank and IMF, there has been no 
systematic effort to synthesize findings of fiscal space for health assessments. Over the past two 
years, WHO has led research based on quantitative and qualitative methods to fill this gap in 
evidence and to provide support to policymakers in designing health financing policies towards 
universal health coverage. This growing body of research developed by WHO Health Financing 
team includes:…” 

Health Systems and reform - Introduction to Special Issue on 
Health Financing in East and Southern Africa 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23288604.2018.1514481  

The articles identify a series of health financing challenges that governments across the sub-region 
are grappling with, and important lessons.  

“…The articles included in this issue draw upon the Bank’s recent analyses from the region and 
present studies from six countries (Kenya, Malawi, the Seychelles, Tanzania, Zambia, and 
Zimbabwe) on how to make health financing more effective and equitable. These countries were 
included because of newly available information on their health financing reforms and a very active 
policy dialogue on health financing between the governments and the World Bank. 

“…The articles identify a series of health financing challenges that governments across the sub-region 
are grappling with, and important lessons. Public spending needs to be accompanied by strong 
political commitment to reforms and good governance to make progress towards UHC. “New” ways 
to expand fiscal space, innovative financing and social health insurances are limited by the formality 
of a country’s economy. And there remain tensions between ensuring effective and equitable use of 

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2018/09/27/metoo-one-year-on?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/metoooneyearonsexandpower
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2018/09/27/metoo-one-year-on?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/metoooneyearonsexandpower
http://www.who.int/health_financing/topics/fiscal-space/resources-for-policymakers/en/#.W6ikWrYYQd8.twitter
http://www.who.int/health_financing/topics/fiscal-space/resources-for-policymakers/en/#.W6ikWrYYQd8.twitter
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23288604.2018.1514481
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public resources, as well as between incremental change and new models and reforms where 
governments are pressured to deliver quick results. 

Pressures on governments to take action on health financing are strong in East and Southern Africa, 
due to the ambitious UHC agenda in the region, bold SDG commitments, and growing population 
frustration with under-performing health systems. In this context, it is critical that the formulation of 
health financing strategies is informed by robust and relevant data and analysis. Similarly, the 
implementation of such strategies requires continuous feedback to understand stumbling blocks and 
impacts. “ 

Nature (News) - Why Chinese medicine is heading for clinics 
around the world 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06782-7  

“For the first time, the World Health Organization will recognize traditional medicine in its influential 
global medical compendium.” 

“…next year sees the crowning moment for Choi’s committee, when the WHO’s governing body, the 
World Health Assembly, adopts the 11th version of the organization’s global compendium — known 
as the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD). For the 
first time, the ICD will include details about traditional medicines…” 

Dazzlingly interesting analysis. All the politics at WHO & beyond, on Chinese traditional medicine. 

Regulate: ex-world leaders' solution to 'failed' drug war 

Reuters - https://in.reuters.com/article/global-drugs-presidents/regulate-ex-world-leaders-solution-

to-failed-drug-war-idINKCN1M40E8  

“More governments should turn away from a repressive war on drugs that has “failed” and look to 
proven strategies to implement regulated markets for risky substances, a group of former 
presidents and leaders said in a report published Monday.” 

“The report, “Regulation: The Responsible Control of Drugs” by the Global Commission on Drug 
Policy, was released at an event on Monday in Mexico City….” 

Meanwhile, at the UN, "Some 129 countries at the United Nations signed on to a U.S.-drafted 
pledge to fight the global drug problem on Monday that U.S. President Donald Trump warned 
presented a public health and national security threat..."  (  Reuters )  

 

See also UN News - Global spotlight on world drug problem ‘is personal’ for many families, says UN 
chief  

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06782-7
https://in.reuters.com/article/global-drugs-presidents/regulate-ex-world-leaders-solution-to-failed-drug-war-idINKCN1M40E8
https://in.reuters.com/article/global-drugs-presidents/regulate-ex-world-leaders-solution-to-failed-drug-war-idINKCN1M40E8
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-un-trump/some-129-countries-sign-up-to-trumps-pledge-at-u-n-to-fight-drugs-idUSKCN1M41LH?mc_cid=600b6fca89&utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66189885&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--sOHDm0iJ6s4RmXvM7VOlKL62etg9oQgA_HJ8rJSyvsSHUJvZlxNhfv1tg9BDMOlvdSiU6twYFZ0MDMjXCwgqvivMOLw&_hsmi=66189885
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020242
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1020242
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“…Mr. Guterres urged “strong action in two areas” to tackle this issue. Firstly, he underscored the 
urgency to “crack down on drug trafficking and those who profit from human misery,” specifically by 
denying them safe havens and better cross-border cooperation; improving intelligence-sharing and 
analysis across drug supply chains; and targeting the links between drugs, corruption, arms, human 
trafficking and terrorist networks.  Secondly, he called for the need for drug-addiction treatment, 
with consumers being “first and foremost, patients and victims.” …” 

And AP - Trump to U.N.: "We commit to fighting the drug epidemic together"  

Ebola outbreak in DRC – WHO extremely concerned about 
possible ‘perfect storm’ 

Reuters - WHO extremely concerned about Ebola "perfect storm" in Congo 

Reuters;  

“ The World Health Organization (WHO) said on Tuesday an Ebola outbreak in northeastern 
Democratic Republic of Congo could worsen rapidly because of attacks by armed groups, 
community resistance and the geographic spread of the disease. “We are now extremely 
concerned that several factors may be coming together over the next weeks and months to create a 
potential perfect storm,” the WHO’s head of emergency response, Peter Salama, told a news 
conference in Geneva. The response is at a critical juncture and, although the weekly number of 
new cases has fallen from about 40 to about 10 in the past few weeks and more than 11,700 people 
have been vaccinated, major obstacles remain ahead, Salama said. Attacks by armed opposition 
groups have increased in severity and frequency, especially those attributed to the Alliance of 
Democratic Forces, most dramatically an attack that killed 21 in the city of Beni, where WHO’s 
operation is based….” 

Cfr a tweet by Steve Morrison – “The security threats are far bigger than WHO can possibly handle. 
A larger high-level response is required before the outbreak explodes.” 

Some other links: 

AP - Congo says Ebola efforts can resume after deadly attack.  

WHO - WHO calls for protection of humanitarian workers and civilians in Democratic Republic of 
the Congo  

Huff Post - WHO Fears Ebola In DRC Will Spin Out Of Control Due To Political Violence.  

Reuters (21 Sept) - Congo confirms Ebola case at Ugandan border  

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-delivers-remarks-united-nations-counter-narcotics-drugs-live-stream-2018-09-24/?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66151366&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9yeSyADAricUU4ZkGEVWltOqWULqlgqY-GaAgsHzrW62ciGtOJFgEVn8mZ4CkCgxrzbE48p5cQMT2L_O5rt-7-oCvSJg&_hsmi=66151366
https://in.reuters.com/article/us-health-ebola-congo/who-extremely-concerned-about-ebola-perfect-storm-in-congo-idINKCN1M510T?feedType=RSS&feedName=health&utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=Social&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+reuters%2FINhealth+%28News+%2F+IN+%2F+Health%29
https://apnews.com/90db5d0b731c4115824302cad8f560e8?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66222140&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9X72EW19ido7D8FidiZcSI-PKphHLjqjgX0GuKHRGCqzarju1nXK1HiMCVJWBOHZ0hcIb2709-CxEmUFk0MzdRJVME7umqshBwpSLZFSRq3HS4ewc&_hsmi=66222140
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/26-09-2018-who-calls-for-protection-of-humanitarian-workers-and-civilians-in-democratic-republic-of-the-congo
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/26-09-2018-who-calls-for-protection-of-humanitarian-workers-and-civilians-in-democratic-republic-of-the-congo
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/ebola-drc-congo-perfect-storm-who_us_5baa6616e4b0f143d10ddff9
https://in.reuters.com/article/us-health-ebola-congo-uganda/congo-confirms-ebola-case-at-border-crossing-point-on-lake-albert-idINKCN1M11WC?feedType=RSS&feedName=health&utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=Social&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+reuters%2FINhealth+%28News+%2F+IN+%2F+Health%29
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Official launch Modicare & worries 

Independent - Modicare: India launches world's biggest experiment in universal 

healthcare 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/india-healthcare-modicare-narendra-modi-

launch-ayushman-bharat-pm-jay-insurance-a8550526.html#r3z-addoor  

“Doctors and economists welcome the move to reform the country’s neglected public healthcare 
system. But concerns remain over awareness and funding – and whether the scheme has been 
rushed out as an election crowd-pleaser.” 

The Wire - Ayushman Bharat Trivialises India’s Quest for Universal Health Care 

Jean Drèze; https://thewire.in/health/ayushman-bharat-trivialises-indias-quest-for-universal-health-

care  

“Little can be done without a massive increase in public health expenditure and a radical revamp of 
the primary health infrastructure.” 

This piece went viral this week. For good reason.  

Lancet (Comment) - India's health reforms: the need for balance 

G H Brundtland; https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32387-

0/fulltext  

See also above. “…So as we commend Prime Minister Modi for being perhaps the first Indian national 
leader to give a high priority to increasing access to health care, we are duty-bound to express our 
concerns about the balance of his ambitious reforms. “ 

Alma Ata 40th anniversary 

We want to flag here 2 must-read blogs in the excellent series on HHR. 

• Anthony Costello - ALMA-ATA at 40: The Power of Sympathy Groups and Participation  

Excerpts:  

“… participation is certainly not a panacea, nor is it without criticism. Critics suggest that 
participatory projects fail to make lasting and meaningful social change, engage poorly with 
underlying power and politics, and place too much emphasis on voluntarism and using ‘local’ 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/india-healthcare-modicare-narendra-modi-launch-ayushman-bharat-pm-jay-insurance-a8550526.html#r3z-addoor
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/india-healthcare-modicare-narendra-modi-launch-ayushman-bharat-pm-jay-insurance-a8550526.html#r3z-addoor
https://thewire.in/health/ayushman-bharat-trivialises-indias-quest-for-universal-health-care
https://thewire.in/health/ayushman-bharat-trivialises-indias-quest-for-universal-health-care
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32387-0/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32387-0/fulltext
https://www.hhrjournal.org/
http://www.anthonycostello.net/2018/09/22/alma-ata-at-40-the-power-of-sympathy-groups-and-participation/
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solutions to divert attention from, and protect, disempowering elites. Non-government organisations 
come in for particular criticism. 

These criticisms are useful reminders not to set expectations from a participatory approach too 
high in the short term. Other research has identified favorable outcomes from participation in 
development, especially those led by political actors from within countries. 

Corruption and gender violence in India now receive greater scrutiny and protest from small groups, 
the Twitterati and journalists, although long-term impact is unclear… …  

Participation is not a panacea, but neither is it a placebo. For participation to work, the process 
must be open-ended, radical, and engaged with broader aspects of change than behavior. 
Participation does not substitute for citizenship. If participation is an afterthought in an essentially 
technocratic aid program it will not be a success. 

We should explore new participatory and social approaches to our pandemic of obesity, inactivity 
and non-communicable disease. Forty years on, Alma Ata is remembered for its bold and 
comprehensive vision of health that placed participation and engagement at its heart. We can use 
the creativity of sympathy groups to find non-linear solutions to non-linear and complex problems. “ 

• Coertis Doebbler - ALMA-ATA at 40: Time for WHO to Walk the Talk of Human Rights  

 

He concludes: “….For the spirit of Alma-Ata to survive and strive for another 40 years, the leadership 
of WHO is vital. The Director-General must not just talk about human rights and the right to 
health; unless WHO can ‘walk the talk’ its commemoration of Alma-Ata may turn out to be the 
swan song for ‘health for all’. The consequence of this would be more generations of women, 
children, and others who will remain without access to the primary care they need and to which they 
have a fundamental human right.” 

Lancet - 10 years after the Commission on Social 
Determinants of Health: social injustice is still killing on a 
grand scale 

Kumanan Rasanathan; https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-

6736(18)32069-5/fulltext  

Rasanathan’s take in the Lancet on how global health hasn’t taken due note of the Commission’s 
crucial message, and how we might overcome interests stacked against health equity.  

Must-read! 

Do read also his final paragraph: 

https://www.hhrjournal.org/2018/09/%E2%80%8Balma-ata-at-40-time-for-who-to-walk-the-talk-of-human-rights/?platform=hootsuite
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32069-5/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32069-5/fulltext
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 “This year, the global health community comes together to construct an action plan for SDG 3  and 
celebrate the 40th anniversary of the Declaration of Alma Ata, which foreshadowed the report of the 
CSDH in so many ways.  In the tenth anniversary year of the CSDH, health equity advocates should 
revisit its analyses and recommendations, and act together to overcome the challenges and interests 
stacked against action on social determinants …” 

Do read also a Lancet Comment by Michael Marmot Just societies, health equity, and dignified lives: 
the PAHO Equity Commission  related to the new PAHO report - Report of the Commission on Equity 
and Health Inequalities in the Americas  

“…the Commission of the Pan American Health Organization on Equity and Health Inequalities in the 
Americas was set up by the Director of the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), Carissa 
Etienne. …. On Sept 24, 2018, the Executive Summary of the report of the PAHO Equity Commission 
[is] published and presented to a meeting of PAHO's governing bodies, its Directing Council, in 
Washington, DC, USA.” 

Check out also the conceptual framework used by the PAHO Equity Commission – it expands on the 
social determinants framework (with more emphasis on colonialism, structural racism, and the 
importance of relationships to land; the environment and climate change; human rights; and 
inequities according to gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, life stage, and disability.)  

WHO internships – good news! 

BBC news - UN agency's U-turn after unpaid internships row 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-45605768  

“The World Health Organization (WHO) is to offer paid internships for the first time to boost access 
for those applying from developing countries, the BBC has learnt.” 

“It said that funding for 50 interns per year had already been secured from the Wellcome Trust, a 
London-based medical research charity, but said "more support was needed"….” 

WHO report on alcohol 

WHO – Harmful use of alcohol kills more than 3 million people each year, most of 

them men 

http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/21-09-2018-harmful-use-of-alcohol-kills-more-than-3-

million-people-each-year-most-of-them-men  

WHO report released late last week. “More than 3 million people died as a result of harmful use of 
alcohol in 2016, according a report released by the World Health Organization (WHO) today. This 
represents 1 in 20 deaths. More than three quarters of these deaths were among men. Overall, the 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32349-3/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32349-3/fulltext
http://iris.paho.org/xmlui/handle/123456789/49231
http://iris.paho.org/xmlui/handle/123456789/49231
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-45605768
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/21-09-2018-harmful-use-of-alcohol-kills-more-than-3-million-people-each-year-most-of-them-men
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/21-09-2018-harmful-use-of-alcohol-kills-more-than-3-million-people-each-year-most-of-them-men
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harmful use of alcohol causes more than 5% of the global disease burden. WHO’s Global status 
report on alcohol and health 2018 presents a comprehensive picture of alcohol consumption and the 
disease burden attributable to alcohol worldwide. It also describes what countries are doing to 
reduce this burden.” 

Coverage in the Guardian - Alcohol causes one in 20 deaths worldwide, says WHO  

“The data, part of a report from the World Health Organization, shows that about 2.3 million of 
those deaths in 2016 were among men, and that almost 29% of all alcohol-caused deaths were 
down to injuries – including traffic accidents and suicide. … … The report, which comes out every 
four years, reveals the continued impact of alcohol on public health around the world, and highlights 
that the young bear the brunt: 13.5% of deaths among people in their 20s are linked to booze, with 
alcohol responsible for 7.2% of premature deaths overall.” 

World Contraception Day – 26 September 

WHO - Postpartum family planning: essential for ensuring health of women and 

their babies 

http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/family_planning/world-contraception-day-2018/en/  

“On this year’s World Contraception Day, WHO Department of Reproductive Health and Research 
and HRP are shining a spotlight on the importance of ensuring the provision of a choice of high-
quality postpartum contraceptive methods – to prevent unintended pregnancies through the first 12 
months following childbirth – to women and their partners.” 

HSG Liverpool programme - pdf 

http://healthsystemsresearch.org/hsr2018/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/HSR2018-Program.pdf  

Just in case you hadn’t come across it yet : ) 

We already arrived in Liverpool. And the weather is nice. For now.  

Book (2018) – Evidence use in Health Policy Making 

Edited by Justin Parkhurst et al;  https://www.palgrave.com/gp/book/9783319934662  

And open access!!  “This open access book provides a set of conceptual, empirical, and comparative 
chapters that apply a public policy perspective to investigate the political and institutional factors 
driving the use of evidence to inform health policy in low, middle, and high income settings. The work 
presents key findings from the Getting Research Into Policy (GRIP-Health) project: a five year, six 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/sep/21/5-of-all-deaths-due-to-alcohol-who-says
https://www.theguardian.com/world/world-health-organization
http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/family_planning/world-contraception-day-2018/en/
http://healthsystemsresearch.org/hsr2018/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/HSR2018-Program.pdf
https://www.palgrave.com/gp/book/9783319934662
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country, programme of work supported by the European Research Council. The chapters further our 
understanding of evidence utilisation in health policymaking through the application of theories and 
methods from the policy sciences. They present new insights into the roles and importance of factors 
such as issue contestation, institutional arrangements, logics of appropriateness, and donor influence 
to explore individual cases and comparative experiences in the use of evidence to inform health 
policy.” 

Some key journal articles, other articles & blogs 

HP&P - Developing more participatory and accountable institutions for health: 

identifying health system research priorities for the Sustainable Development 

Goal-era 

K Scott, N Jessani & S Bennett; https://academic.oup.com/heapol/advance-

article/doi/10.1093/heapol/czy079/5104435  

“….Health policy and systems research (HPSR) is vital to guiding global institutions, funders, 
policymakers, activists and implementers in developing and enacting strategies to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals. We undertook a multi-stage participatory process to identify 
priority research questions relevant to improving accountability within health systems. … … The 
questions that emerged amongst the top priorities focused on political factors that mediate the 
adoption or effectiveness of accountability initiatives, processes and incentives that facilitate the 
acceptability of accountability mechanisms among frontline healthcare providers, and the national 
governance reforms and contexts that enhance provider accountability. The process revealed 
different underlying conceptions of social accountability and how best to promote it, with some 
researchers and policymakers focusing on specific interventions and others embracing a more 
systems-oriented approach to understanding accountability, the multiple forms that it can take, 
how these interact with each other and the importance of power and underlying social relations. 
The findings from this exercise identify HPSR funding priorities and future areas for evidence 
production and policy engagement.” 

International Journal of Equity in Health - Identifying health policy and systems 

research priorities for the sustainable development goals: social protection for 

health 

M Qiu, N Jessani et al; https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-018-0868-
z  

“There is an established body of evidence linking systems of social protection to health systems and 
health outcomes. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) provide further emphasis on this 
linkage as necessary to achieving health and non-health goals. Existing literature on social protection 
and health has focused primarily on cash transfers. We sought to identify potential research priorities 
concerning social protection and health in low and middle-income countries, from multiple 
perspectives…” 

https://academic.oup.com/heapol/advance-article/doi/10.1093/heapol/czy079/5104435
https://academic.oup.com/heapol/advance-article/doi/10.1093/heapol/czy079/5104435
https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-018-0868-z
https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-018-0868-z
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1st HS Governance Collaborative annual report 

https://hsgovcollab.org/en/node/4079  

Check it out.  “The Health Systems Governance Collaborative, this collective of practitioners and 
researchers, has been tackling one of the most confusing and elusive, but at the same time crucial 
challenges in improving health systems. For the past year, the Collaborative has organized meetings, 
webinars, and other multi-media get-togethers to discuss health system governance in all its hues. In 
the process, it has inverted some common global health logics and ways of doing.” 

CGD (blog) Call a Spade a Spade: Venezuela is a Public Health Emergency 

R Oroxom & Amanda Glassman; https://www.cgdev.org/blog/call-spade-spade-venezuela-public-

health-emergency  

For once we agree with Amanda Glassman. 

Medium - New Report: Science on the Move 

https://medium.com/together-science-can/international-movement-report-

554a02f7bfc7?dm_i=2PXJ%2CQOQB%2C5FA5ZY%2C2Q6R4%2C1 

“What international migration and movement means for science and scientists.” 

“In June and July 2018, we ran a survey of researchers all over the world. We asked you about how 
much you travel for work, what sort of barriers you encounter, and how international travel affects 
both researchers and science itself. Around 2,500 of you responded, sharing your stories of migration 
and movement; together, you painted a picture of travel as fundamental to modern science and to 
the people who make it happen….”  Check out the 15 (rather interesting/and sometimes sad) 
lessons learnt in this blog (or read the full report).  

IDS (blog) – The cult of the African youth entrepreneur 

Jim Sunberg; http://www.ids.ac.uk/opinion/the-cult-of-the-african-youth-entrepreneur  

“…there is much to suggest that the image that many policy makers and development actors most 
closely associate with ‘Africa’s youth employment challenge’ is that of a successful youth 
entrepreneur. Featured and celebrated at international conferences, profiled and awarded in 
magazines and online, and looked to for insight and inspiration, the African youth entrepreneur has 
come to embody the conviction that real, home-grown and sustainable solutions to the employment 
challenge are indeed at hand….” 

“…But sitting through a session of presentations by these young entrepreneurs leaves a sense of 
unease that is difficult to pin down. Is it that they all seem to come from relatively privileged 
backgrounds, or if not, have benefited from scholarships, high quality training or mentoring 
programmes? Predominately urban and university educated, it is certainly the case that the new 
celebrity youth entrepreneurs are a universe away from the vast majority of African youth….” 

https://hsgovcollab.org/en/node/4079
https://www.cgdev.org/blog/call-spade-spade-venezuela-public-health-emergency
https://www.cgdev.org/blog/call-spade-spade-venezuela-public-health-emergency
https://medium.com/together-science-can/international-movement-report-554a02f7bfc7?dm_i=2PXJ%2CQOQB%2C5FA5ZY%2C2Q6R4%2C1
https://medium.com/together-science-can/international-movement-report-554a02f7bfc7?dm_i=2PXJ%2CQOQB%2C5FA5ZY%2C2Q6R4%2C1
http://www.ids.ac.uk/opinion/the-cult-of-the-african-youth-entrepreneur
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Global health events  

It’s clear that tension is rising in all corners about the Liverpool symposium, and thus all actors, 
consortia, … are listing their sessions & other activities on their websites, ahead of the Liverpool 
event. 

• Here, however, we just want to flag one event that will (also) be livestreamed – and doesn’t 
take place in Liverpool. On Monday 8 October:  Universal Health Coverage: Global policy 
agenda breakthrough or great white elephant? - Dr Irene Agyepong   “The 2018 Academy of 
Medical Sciences & The Lancet International Health Lecture will be held on Monday 8 
October at the Wellcome Collection, London.”  The lecture starts at 6 pm.  
 

• Also – the PH4All (4th’s People’s Health Assembly) program for Dhaka, Bangladesh  (15-19 
November), is now available 

See: http://phmovement.org/program/  

 

Global governance of health 

GFF - Government of the Netherlands Invests US$68 Million 
in the Global Financing Facility to Accelerate Progress on 
Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights 

https://www.globalfinancingfacility.org/government-netherlands-invests-us68-million-global-

financing-facility-accelerate-progress-sexual-and  

“The Netherlands joins Canada, Denmark, Japan, Norway, the United Kingdom, the Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation, and MSD for Mothers as GFF Trust Fund Investors.” 

Q&A: Africa CDC official on bringing African expertise to 
African emergencies 

https://www.devex.com/news/q-a-africa-cdc-official-on-bringing-african-expertise-to-african-
emergencies-93471  

“A year and a half ago, the Africa Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was created as a 
continent-wide public health agency, aimed at helping African Union countries respond to health 
emergencies. It joined the ranks of other international institutions working to protect the health of 
the continent — its hope is that with increased understanding of local contexts, African experts could 
provide a more timely, coordinated response. Since its official launch in January 2017, Africa CDC 

https://acmedsci.ac.uk/more/events/2018-the-academy-of-medical-sciences-and-the-lancet-international-health-lecture?utm_campaign=lancet&utm_content=77476766&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter
https://acmedsci.ac.uk/more/events/2018-the-academy-of-medical-sciences-and-the-lancet-international-health-lecture?utm_campaign=lancet&utm_content=77476766&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter
http://phmovement.org/program/
https://www.globalfinancingfacility.org/government-netherlands-invests-us68-million-global-financing-facility-accelerate-progress-sexual-and
https://www.globalfinancingfacility.org/government-netherlands-invests-us68-million-global-financing-facility-accelerate-progress-sexual-and
https://www.devex.com/news/q-a-africa-cdc-official-on-bringing-african-expertise-to-african-emergencies-93471
https://www.devex.com/news/q-a-africa-cdc-official-on-bringing-african-expertise-to-african-emergencies-93471
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has intervened in 10 crises, from the Lassa fever outbreak in Nigeria; to landslides in Sierra Leone; 
to, most recently, the Ebola outbreaks in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

“What we are bringing now is the Africa response that was missing for so long,” Benjamin 
Djoudalbaye, Africa CDC’s head of policy and health diplomacy, told Devex. Its strategic priorities for 
the next five years include strengthening surveillance systems and establishing disease 
“intelligence hubs” to improve public health action. The group also seeks to improve workforce 
competency through inspections of clinics and labs. Devex spoke with Djoudalbaye on the role of 
Africa CDC in building the continent’s health systems.” 

Devex - The new politics of aid 

https://www.devex.com/news/the-new-politics-of-aid-93450  

Excerpt – on the new polarization on UK aid. “As the United Kingdom’s main political parties meet 
for their annual conferences over the next two weeks, there should be plenty for the aid 
community to digest — from ministerial speeches to topical fringe events — at a time when the key 
parties are taking divergent approaches to international development in both policy and 
rhetoric. More than any time in recent years, aid has become a political battleground, with 
politicians from the right and left making very different cases for how and why the U.K. should 
pursue its development goals. As recently as last month, the Conservative government doubled-
down on its strategic commitment to “aid in the national interest,” a phrase long used at the 
Department for International Development, though with evolving meaning. Prime Minister Theresa 
May reiterated the message last month during a trip to Africa, where she linked it to the benefits aid 
spending can bring to British businesses, as well as her party’s belief in international development 
driven by “free markets and free trade.” The secretary of state at DFID, Penny Mordaunt, also used a 
keynote speech this April to announce stronger partnerships between her department and private 
sector financial firms. The Labour opposition, by contrast, has increasingly adopted language 
attacking international financial markets for damaging low- and middle-income countries and 
pledging to end support for public-private partnerships. It has placed greater emphasis on human 
rights, and advocated replacing the government’s focus on poverty reduction in development with 
an approach that would focus equally on poverty and inequality. “The global economic system … 
has made a few people very rich,” Shadow Secretary of State for International Development Kate 
Osamor told an audience at the Overseas Development Institute last year, “but in the process, it has 
brought the planet and the many to their knees.” Osamor promised that Labour would look beyond 
using “British aid as a sticking plaster” and would instead “drive serious, systemic change.” The 
belief that Labour, in particular, has started taking a much more combative approach to the 
politics of development is widely held in the sector. “There is a clear move from Labour to 
differentiate itself from the government on development policy,” said Save the Children’s 
government relations adviser, Alastair Russell.” 

Eurodad - More than half of aid spent on procurement still 
goes to rich countries' firms - almost two decades after 
commitment to end 'tied aid' 

https://eurodad.org/Entries/view/1546953  

https://www.devex.com/news/the-new-politics-of-aid-93450
https://eurodad.org/Entries/view/1546953
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“A new report concludes that rich countries are still awarding more than half of their development 
aid procurement spending to companies from their own countries. This is despite a 17-year-old 
promise to end practices that give their own firms an unfair advantage – known as ‘tying aid’. The 
new research shows that in 2016 alone some $25 billion of official development assistance (ODA)* – 
more than one-sixth of Real ODA** - was reported as ‘formally tied’. But a closer look reveals that 
donors actually awarded far more to their own firms, due to what is known as ‘informally’ tied aid. 
The worst offenders are the US, Australia and the UK. All three donors sent at least 90 per cent of 
aid procurement spending to firms in their own countries. Despite this, the UK and Australia publicly 
reported 100 per cent of their aid as ‘untied’….” 

House lawmakers reauthorize pandemic preparedness bill 

http://www.smartbrief.com/s/2018/09/house-lawmakers-reauthorize-pandemic-preparedness-bill  

“US House lawmakers reauthorized for the third time the Pandemic and All Hazards Preparedness 
Act, a law originally passed in 2006 to improve how federal, state and local governments respond to 
infectious disease outbreaks, natural disasters and attacks….” 

Devex - Q&A: Rodger Voorhies on the Gates Foundation's 
internal reorganization 

https://www.devex.com/news/q-a-rodger-voorhies-on-the-gates-foundation-s-
internal-reorganization-93309 

“About a year ago the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation decided to do an internal reorganization to 
experiment with better aligning some of its focus areas and try to have a more holistic approach to 
helping lift people out of extreme poverty. Rodger Voorhies was chosen to lead the effort and is 
now the head of the global growth and opportunity division, which was created by merging the 
foundation’s agricultural development, financial services for the poor, gender equality and water, 
and sanitation and hygiene teams into one department. Devex spoke with Voorhies earlier this 
month to get the latest on the division….” 

NEJM (Perspective) - Reimagining development assistance 
for health 

V Gupta, R Katz et al; 
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1809808?query=featured_home  

“Financing priorities in global health lag behind the changing realities in LICs & LMICs, where the 
NCD burden is growing. Investment in the capacities required to address NCDs will also benefit 
pandemic control efforts. “ 

http://www.smartbrief.com/s/2018/09/house-lawmakers-reauthorize-pandemic-preparedness-bill
https://www.devex.com/news/q-a-rodger-voorhies-on-the-gates-foundation-s-internal-reorganization-93309
https://www.devex.com/news/q-a-rodger-voorhies-on-the-gates-foundation-s-internal-reorganization-93309
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1809808?query=featured_home
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Foreign Policy on a Meeting of female foreign ministers    (21-
22 Sept, Montréal) 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/09/20/one-small-step-for-feminist-foreign-policy-women-canada/  

Analysis published ahead of the meeting in Montréal (21-22 Sept). But still more than worth a read. 

“On Sept. 21 and 22, Canada [will] host the first-ever meeting of female foreign ministers, as part 
of a package of commitments it made to prioritize women’s issues under its G-7 presidency this 
year. Currently, about 30 women lead their countries’ diplomacy, including eight in Europe, 10 in 
Latin America and the Caribbean, five in Africa, and others in Asia, Australia, and the region. 

“…The Montreal meeting will be historically unprecedented in its display of female power on the 
world stage. But symbolic achievements shouldn’t suffice. It would be a tragedy not to use the 
opportunity to focus attention on concrete ways to improve women’s status globally and advance 
what has been called a “feminist foreign policy.” … … This meeting is an historic opportunity to 
have a range of discussions amongst women foreign ministers,” said Marie-Pier Baril, a 
spokeswoman for Canadian Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland, “including such topics as 
international security, reinforcing democracy, diversity, and combating sexual and gender-based 
violence. It is important to bring these voices together.”    … … Most countries that talk about a 
feminist foreign policy aren’t really implementing it; they’re simply adding aid programs for 
women. A truly feminist foreign policy would have to be more ambitious; either it must enshrine 
women’s rights across the government or it’s not deserving of the name. … … But the way we talk 
about these policies almost matters as much as the policies themselves. The answer should not be to 
stop using the word feminist, but rather to foster a conversation in which gender equality is not 
presented as a zero-sum battle where men lose and women win. In reality, it is a rising tide that 
raises all ships. “ 

 

UHC 

CGD (blog) - The Road to Universal Health Coverage in the 
Eastern Mediterranean Will Be Paved with Tough Policy 
Choices 

Sanjeev Gupta; https://www.cgdev.org/blog/road-universal-health-coverage-eastern-

mediterranean-will-be-paved-tough-policy-choices  

“…In a meeting in Salalah, Oman earlier this month, representatives (including ministers of health) 
of 22 countries in the World Health Organization’s Eastern Mediterranean region reaffirmed their 
commitment to universal health coverage (UHC) by signing the UHC 2030 Global Compact, making 
the Eastern Mediterranean the first WHO region to do so. These countries are now obligated to 
accelerate their progress towards UHC, which is also a Sustainable Development Goal target. At the 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/09/20/one-small-step-for-feminist-foreign-policy-women-canada/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-07-18-canada-to-host-first-women-foreign-ministers-meeting/
https://www.cgdev.org/blog/road-universal-health-coverage-eastern-mediterranean-will-be-paved-tough-policy-choices
https://www.cgdev.org/blog/road-universal-health-coverage-eastern-mediterranean-will-be-paved-tough-policy-choices
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meeting, I argued that securing additional resources for UHC would require member countries to 
implement challenging revenue-enhancing and expenditure-rationalizing measures. Fortunately, the 
policies needed to achieve UHC are likely to be phased in over time, suggesting the additional 
resources to fund those policies would only be required over time.”  

Lancet Editorial – Standing by France's social contract: 
Macron's health reform 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32290-6/fulltext  

On a background of tense negotiations for a workable Brexit deal, President Emmanuel Macron 
announced a health reform for France, which stands health as a pillar for his 21st century welfare 
state. Macron's “health transformation strategy” aims to be the most ambitious reform in 60 years, a 
“change in paradigm” that puts the patient at the centre of care and focuses on better prevention, 
care for non-communicable diseases, and translational care. 

The editorial concludes: “…This reform sends a strong message on the international stage. In a time 
of increased economic and political uncertainty, by positioning himself steadfastly on the side of the 
foundation of France's social contract—the provision of health as a human right—Macron shows 
that France stands by its fundamental principles.” 

Planetary health 

Guardian - World 'nowhere near on track' to avoid warming 
beyond 1.5C target 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/sep/26/global-warming-climate-change-targets-

un-report  

“The world’s governments are “nowhere near on track” to meet their commitment to avoid global 
warming of more than 1.5C above the pre-industrial period, according to an author of a key UN 
report that will outline the dangers of breaching this limit. A massive, immediate transformation in 
the way the world’s population generates energy, uses transportation and grows food will be 
required to limit the global temperature rise to 1.5C and the forthcoming analysis is set to lay bare 
how remote this possibility is.  “It’s extraordinarily challenging to get to the 1.5C target and we are 
nowhere near on track to doing that,” said Drew Shindell, a Duke University climate scientist and a 
co-author of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report, which will be unveiled in 
South Korea next month….” 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32290-6/fulltext
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/sep/26/global-warming-climate-change-targets-un-report
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/sep/26/global-warming-climate-change-targets-un-report
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Independent - US to be hit worse than almost any other 
country by climate change, report says 

https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-change-global-warming-effects-country-us-

india-saudi-arabia-a8552746.html  

“India, China, Saudi Arabia and the United States are the countries with the most to lose 
economically from climate change. Researchers looked at climate-modelling data, economic 
damage estimates and socio-economic projections to develop a map that shows which countries will 
bear most of the cost. “It makes a lot of sense, because the larger your economy is, the more you 
have to lose,” says climate-change scientist Kate Ricke….” 

See also a Nature Editorial - The costs of climate inaction  

“A new analysis breaks down the likely social cost of carbon emissions by country and should make 
unhappy reading for politicians.” 

Guardian -  ‘True risks’ of warming played down to placate 
fossil-fuel nations 

Climate study ‘pulls punches’ to keep polluters on board  

“The Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5C and its summary for policymakers were 
commissioned by governments following the UN meeting in Paris in 2015, when it was agreed to act 
to limit increases in global average temperature to less than 2C above pre-industrial levels and to try 
keep that increase nearer to 1.5C. The report – to be presented at a meeting in Korea in early 
October – will make clear that allowing temperatures to rise by 2C will have devastating 
consequences, including rising sea levels, spreading deserts, loss of natural habitats and species, 
dwindling ice-caps and increases in the number of devastating storms. … … However, it is the 
report’s summary for policymakers that is causing concern.  …” 

The ‘True risks’ of warming seem to be played down to placate fossil-fuel nations. 

Guardian - While economic growth continues we’ll never kick 
our fossil fuels habit 

G Monbiot; https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/26/economic-growth-fossil-

fuels-habit-oil-industry 

“There may be more bicycles but there will also be more planes. We’re still in denial about the scale 
of the threat to the planet.” 

https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-change-global-warming-effects-country-us-india-saudi-arabia-a8552746.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-change-global-warming-effects-country-us-india-saudi-arabia-a8552746.html
https://nature.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2c6057c528fdc6f73fa196d9d&id=afc3eca3c4&e=80680fb6f1
https://nature.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2c6057c528fdc6f73fa196d9d&id=afc3eca3c4&e=80680fb6f1
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06827-x?utm_source=twt_nnc&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=naturenews&sf198423401=1
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2018/sep/23/scientists-changing-global-warming-report-please-polluters
http://www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/26/economic-growth-fossil-fuels-habit-oil-industry
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/26/economic-growth-fossil-fuels-habit-oil-industry
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Excerpt: “…When a low-carbon industry expands within a growing economy, the money it generates 
stimulates high-carbon industry…..  Clean growth is as much of an oxymoron as clean coal. But 
making this obvious statement in public life is treated as political suicide. … … The worst denial is not 
the claim that this existential crisis isn’t happening. It is the failure to talk about it at all. Not 
talking about our greatest predicament, even as it starts to bite, requires a constant and determined 
effort. Taken as a whole (of course there are exceptions), the media are a threat to humanity. They 
claim to speak on our behalf, but they either speak against us or do not speak at all…..” 

Global movement will call out consumer brands most 
responsible for plastic pollution 

http://paper.li/JulianCribb/1399269005?read=https%3A%2F%2Finhabitat.com%2Fglobal-

movement-will-call-out-consumer-brands-most-responsible-for-plastic-pollution%2F  

“The Story of Stuff Project is launching a global call to action in combating plastic pollution. The 
ambitious initiative plans to identify the most pervasive polluting companies while simultaneously 
cleaning up coastal and inland communities around the world. The plastic waste brand audit is the 
first of its kind and intends to underline responsibility and accountability at the very source of our 
world’s growing trash crisis.” 

And some quick links: 

 

Guardian - UN environment chief criticised by UN over frequent flying 

“Erik Solheim’s huge travel bill is a ‘reputation risk’ and he has ‘no regard’ for rules, says draft 
internal audit”.   For the moment, there’s no similar reputation risk yet for global health 
equivalents/frequent fliers. 

Reuters - In U-turn, Exxon, Chevron to join industry climate initiative 

News from last week. “Exxon Mobil, Chevron and Occidental Petroleum are joining a group of major 
international oil and gas companies in an initiative aimed at curbing carbon emissions in the sector, 
they said in a statement on Thursday.” 

Thomson Reuters Foundation - World waste could grow 70 percent as cities boom, warns World 
Bank  

““Global waste could grow by 70 percent by 2050 as urbanisation and populations rise, said the 
World Bank on Thursday, with South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa set to generate the biggest 
increase in rubbish.” Countries could reap economic and environmental benefits by better collecting, 
recycling and disposing of trash, according to a report, which calculated that a third of the world's 
waste is instead dumped openly, with no treatment. "We really need to pay attention to South Asia 

http://paper.li/JulianCribb/1399269005?read=https%3A%2F%2Finhabitat.com%2Fglobal-movement-will-call-out-consumer-brands-most-responsible-for-plastic-pollution%2F
http://paper.li/JulianCribb/1399269005?read=https%3A%2F%2Finhabitat.com%2Fglobal-movement-will-call-out-consumer-brands-most-responsible-for-plastic-pollution%2F
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/sep/21/un-environment-chief-criticised-by-un-over-frequent-flying-eric-solheim
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-oil-climatechange/in-u-turn-exxon-chevron-to-join-industry-climate-initiative-idUSKCN1M01I9
http://news.trust.org/item/20180921024655-y0xbr/?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=4525b04920-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_20_01_29&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-4525b04920-858767
http://news.trust.org/item/20180921024655-y0xbr/?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=4525b04920-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_20_01_29&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-4525b04920-858767
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and Sub-Saharan Africa, as by 2050, South Asia's waste will double, sub-Saharan Africa's waste 
will triple," said Silpa Kaza, World Bank urban development specialist and report lead author.” 

 

 

Infectious diseases & NTDs 

Global Fund - Supranational Lab Supercharges Fight against 
TB in East Africa 

https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/blog/2018-09-24-supranational-lab-supercharges-fight-against-

tb-in-east-africa/  

“…Uganda's Supranational Reference Laboratory plays a pivotal role in bringing both tech and 
training to many countries. It is a “supranational” lab because it supports 21 countries across Africa 
to conduct complicated TB tests. It also supports the countries’ national TB reference labs, guiding 
them to achieve WHO accreditation. With this work, Uganda is leading the charge in advancing 
health security in Africa….” 

Vox - Measles cases have hit a record high in Europe. Blame 
austerity. 

https://www.vox.com/2018/9/20/17875238/measles-cases-europe-record-high-austerity  

“A new report in Italy found parts of the country that cut their public health budgets most had 
lower rates of vaccine coverage.” 

Trends in Parasitology - Neglected Tropical Diseases, 
Neglected Communities, and Conflict: How Do We Leave No 
One Behind? 

J Jacobson et al; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5840506/  

« Most well established neglected tropical disease (NTD) programs have seen great progress towards 
disease control or elimination. Areas in conflict, however, are a looming challenge to reaching 
control and elimination targets. To be successful, programs and partners need to creatively adapt to 
local circumstances and embrace new colleagues not traditionally seen as NTD implementers….” 

https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/blog/2018-09-24-supranational-lab-supercharges-fight-against-tb-in-east-africa/
https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/blog/2018-09-24-supranational-lab-supercharges-fight-against-tb-in-east-africa/
https://www.vox.com/2018/9/20/17875238/measles-cases-europe-record-high-austerity
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5840506/
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Plos Med - Variations in the quality of tuberculosis care in 
urban India: A cross-sectional, standardized patient study in 
two cities 

https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002653  

“Madhukar Pai and colleagues use standardized patients trained to portray symptoms of 
tuberculosis to assess the quality of diagnosis and care across private sector health providers in 
Mumbai and Patna, India.” 

Cidrap - Study heralds genetic era of TB drug susceptibility 
testing 

http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2018/09/study-heralds-genetic-era-tb-drug-
susceptibility-testing  

“A new study by an international team of scientists suggests that whole-genome sequencing could 
hold the key to more accurate and faster detection of antibiotic resistance and susceptibility in 
tuberculosis (TB) infections.” 

USA Today – Gene tweak kills whole population of malaria-
carrying mosquitoes in lab 

https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2018/09/25/malaria-mosquitoes-population-killed-lab-
using-gene-manipulation/1418740002/  

“Scientists have killed a whole population of malaria-carrying mosquitoes in their lab by using 
modified genes that make the killer insects infertile. Researchers at London's Imperial College used 
“gene drive” technology to spread a genetic modification that blocks female reproduction while 
letting male mosquitoes continue to spread those altered genes. The results, published Monday in 
the journal Nature Biotechnology, represent the first time gene drive has completely suppressed a 
population, according to an article from Imperial College. The team crashed populations of the 
Anopheles gambiae mosquito, which transmits malaria in sub-Saharan Africa, within 11 
generations. There are around 3,500 species of mosquito worldwide, of which 40 can carry malaria, 
the article reported….” 

See also NPR Goats & Soda - Mosquitoes Genetically Modified To Crash Species That Spreads 
Malaria.   

https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002653
http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2018/09/study-heralds-genetic-era-tb-drug-susceptibility-testing
http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2018/09/study-heralds-genetic-era-tb-drug-susceptibility-testing
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2018/09/25/malaria-mosquitoes-population-killed-lab-using-gene-manipulation/1418740002/
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2018/09/25/malaria-mosquitoes-population-killed-lab-using-gene-manipulation/1418740002/
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2018/09/24/650501045/mosquitoes-genetically-modified-to-crash-species-that-spreads-malaria?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66189885&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--sOHDm0iJ6s4RmXvM7VOlKL62etg9oQgA_HJ8rJSyvsSHUJvZlxNhfv1tg9BDMOlvdSiU6twYFZ0MDMjXCwgqvivMOLw&_hsmi=66189885
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2018/09/24/650501045/mosquitoes-genetically-modified-to-crash-species-that-spreads-malaria?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66189885&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--sOHDm0iJ6s4RmXvM7VOlKL62etg9oQgA_HJ8rJSyvsSHUJvZlxNhfv1tg9BDMOlvdSiU6twYFZ0MDMjXCwgqvivMOLw&_hsmi=66189885
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Washington Post – CDC scientists pursue deadly monkeypox 
virus in Africa 

WP; 

“A mysterious disease is causing outbreaks that could easily spread across the world.”  Piece on an 
expedition to DRC to search for the natural reservoir of the virus.  

Reuters - Fund gives J&J, Oxford experts $19 million to fight 
deadly viruses 

https://in.reuters.com/article/health-vaccines-funding/fund-gives-jj-oxford-experts-19-million-to-
fight-deadly-viruses-idINKCN1M71WK  

“A global coalition set up to fight emerging epidemics said on Thursday it would give up to $19 
million to drugmaker Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine unit and Oxford University experts to work on 
immunisations against three major diseases. Research will focus on the deadly Middle East 
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) virus, the brain-damaging Nipah virus, and the Lassa virus, which 
causes haemorrghagic fever, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) said. …” 

Aidsmap – PEPFAR funded 15 million medical male 
circumcisions between 2007 and 2017 

Aidsmap;  

“PEPFAR (the US President’s Emergency Fund for AIDS Relief) has supported the voluntary medical 
male circumcisions (VMMC) of 15,269,720 men and boys in 14 countries in sub-Saharan Africa, in the 
eleven years to 2017, according to a paper recently published in BMJ Open. The World Health 
Organization estimates that PEPFAR supported 84% of all VMMCs in the 14 countries….” 

NCDs 

Guardian - Eating junk food raises risk of depression, says 
multi-country study 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/sep/26/eating-junk-food-raises-risk-of-depression-

says-multi-country-study 

“Eating junk food increases the risk of becoming depressed, a study has found, prompting calls for 
doctors to routinely give dietary advice to patients as part of their treatment for depression.” 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/gdpr-consent/?destination=%2fgraphics%2f2017%2fnational%2fhealth-science%2fmonkeypox%2f%3fp9w22b2p%3db2p22p9w00098%26utm_term%3d.d76576e41afc&p9w22b2p=b2p22p9w00098&utm_term=.1dded4401ce5
https://in.reuters.com/article/health-vaccines-funding/fund-gives-jj-oxford-experts-19-million-to-fight-deadly-viruses-idINKCN1M71WK
https://in.reuters.com/article/health-vaccines-funding/fund-gives-jj-oxford-experts-19-million-to-fight-deadly-viruses-idINKCN1M71WK
http://www.aidsmap.com/PEPFAR-funded-15-million-medical-male-circumcisions-between-2007-and-2017/page/3343169/?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66259212&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Ymi8WtHLvFcbFmHaF8jOd3-sk-2_aII8M7i0TiBsSRVAy20W3sHfhDexlClntM2AY3bRatdP-DtOLQiwZch8m-FMDb7kqToXThUmLGtHbmsYEDn0&_hsmi=66259212
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/sep/26/eating-junk-food-raises-risk-of-depression-says-multi-country-study
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/sep/26/eating-junk-food-raises-risk-of-depression-says-multi-country-study
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To celebrate the findings, I went straight to Burger King when arriving in Liverpool. 

Lancet Comment – Reduce air pollution to beat NCDs: from 
recognition to action 

M Neira et al ; https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32391-
2/fulltext  

« Air pollution is now recognised as the second leading cause of non-communicable disease (NCD) 
deaths after tobacco smoking, causing more than 5 million such deaths each year, and 7 million 
deaths in total, including communicable diseases….  

« …Addressing air pollution may seem to be more complex for the health sector than many of the 
other interventions to beat NCDs….”  But the time is now to tackle it decisively.  

“… Action to tackle air pollution requires the involvement of sectors beyond the health sector, 
typically in the energy or transport sectors. While the health sector needs to engage with these 
other sectors, other sectors also need to shoulder their share of responsibility for addressing the NCD 
epidemic. Approaches for cross-sectoral and streamlined policy have been developed and are ready 
for scale-up, including Health in All Policies and whole of government approaches…” 

Guardian - Corporate sponsorship diverts research and 
distorts public policy, report finds 

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/sep/26/corporate-sponsorship-diverts-

research-and-distorts-public-policy-report-finds?CMP=share_btn_tw 

“Corporate sponsorship of academic studies is diverting researchers away from important public 
health questions and potentially distorting government policy, a new study has found.” 

“The findings, published by University of Sydney researchers in the American Journal of Public Health 
on Wednesday, highlight the influence of the alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceutical, food, mining and 
chemical industries on the agenda of academic researchers. Corporate sponsorship of academic 
research has already been the subject of extensive study, but Wednesday’s paper seeks to 
understand how it works at a higher level – namely, how it shapes the agendas of researchers. The 
study cites the example of Coca-Cola, saying the company attempted to shift attention away from 
the role sugary drinks play in obesity by funding research on the benefits of physical activity.” 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32391-2/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32391-2/fulltext
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/sep/26/corporate-sponsorship-diverts-research-and-distorts-public-policy-report-finds?CMP=share_btn_tw
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/sep/26/corporate-sponsorship-diverts-research-and-distorts-public-policy-report-finds?CMP=share_btn_tw
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Devex - Opinion: Investing in NCD prevention to finance 
sustainable development 

Eduardo Banzon  (Asian Development Bank); https://www.devex.com/news/opinion-investing-in-

ncd-prevention-to-finance-sustainable-development-92776  

“…The lack of investments in many countries therefore makes it crucial to reframe NCDs as a 
development issue rather than simply a health issue….” 

New report- Trouble Brewing – Making the case for alcohol 
policy 

Trouble brewing;  

Report by Vital Strategies, NCD Alliance, IOGT & Alcohol Policy Alliance.   For the moment, they say, 
governments fail to address the threat of Big Alcohol, and they list important interventions for 
governments to take.  

WB - Moving the needle : mental health stories from around 
the world 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/185851525161983354/Moving-the-needle-mental-

health-stories-from-around-the-world 

“This note summarizes work on global mental health that has been conducted recently with the 
support of the World Bank Group (WBG). It provides an overview of the global events, country 
programs, technical assessments, corporate policies for mental wellness in the workplace, and 
potential alternative financing platforms for scaling-up the global response to mental health.” 

Lancet - National cancer control plans: a global analysis 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanonc/article/PIIS1470-2045(18)30681-8/fulltext  

“A global analysis of available national cancer control plans by authors from the World Health 
Organization. “ 

• Quick link: 

Science (news) - Your gut is directly connected to your brain, by a newly discovered neuron circuit  

https://www.devex.com/news/opinion-investing-in-ncd-prevention-to-finance-sustainable-development-92776
https://www.devex.com/news/opinion-investing-in-ncd-prevention-to-finance-sustainable-development-92776
https://troublebrewingreport.org/?utm_source=Global+Health+NOW+Main+List&utm_campaign=4d31eecbab-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_09_24_01_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8d0d062dbd-4d31eecbab-865935
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/185851525161983354/Moving-the-needle-mental-health-stories-from-around-the-world
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/185851525161983354/Moving-the-needle-mental-health-stories-from-around-the-world
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanonc/article/PIIS1470-2045(18)30681-8/fulltext
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/09/your-gut-directly-connected-your-brain-newly-discovered-neuron-circuit?utm_source=sciencemagazine&utm_medium=facebook-text&utm_campaign=gut2brain-21589
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Now, why am I not surprised? : ) 

• And a proud tweet by dr Tedros from this week, widely retweeted:  

“I have cancelled my participation in the @ConcordiaSummit after the tobacco industry, which 
profits from destroying health, announced it is sponsoring the event. #NoTobacco #BeatNCDs 
#UNGA.” 

Sexual & Reproductive / maternal, neonatal & child 
health 

Project Syndicate - Normalizing Abortion 

F Girard; https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/international-safe-abortion-day-
legalizing-abortion-services-by-francoise-girard-2018-09  

“On September 28, activists around the world will mark International Safe Abortion Day, a global 
campaign to repeal laws that deny women the right to reproductive health care. The message is 
simple: no woman anywhere should have to tolerate restrictions that too often lead to injury or 
death.” 

FIGO - Improving access to safe abortion 

https://www.figo.org/news/improving-access-safe-abortion-0016062 

“Unsafe abortion continues to be a major public health problem. An estimated 25 million abortions 
are performed unsafely each year, resulting in the death of an estimated 47,000 women and an 
additional five million are hospitalised due to complications. To thoroughly understand the differing 
national views on abortion, and the capacity of ten FIGO national member societies, this year FIGO, 
with our partners KIT Royal Tropical Institute, have undertaken a comprehensive needs 
assessment. The aim was to learn as much as possible in order to develop a proposal to strengthen 
the capacity of each member society , in particular to raise their capacity to lead safe abortion 
advocacy efforts and bring change to their countries. The needs assessment involved literature 
reviews, online surveys, key informant interviews and workshops in eight countries in Africa and two 
in Latin American…”  Check out the overarching findings from the ten assessments. 

Open Democracy - 28 abortion rights successes in 2018 

N Archer & M Berer; https://www.opendemocracy.net/5050/nandini-archer-marge-berer/28-
abortion-rights-successes-in-2018  

https://twitter.com/ConcordiaSummit
https://twitter.com/hashtag/NoTobacco?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BeatNCDs?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/UNGA?src=hash
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/international-safe-abortion-day-legalizing-abortion-services-by-francoise-girard-2018-09
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/international-safe-abortion-day-legalizing-abortion-services-by-francoise-girard-2018-09
https://www.figo.org/news/improving-access-safe-abortion-0016062
https://www.opendemocracy.net/5050/nandini-archer-marge-berer/28-abortion-rights-successes-in-2018
https://www.opendemocracy.net/5050/nandini-archer-marge-berer/28-abortion-rights-successes-in-2018
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“For International Safe Abortion Day, on 28 September, we are celebrating 28 aspects of progress 
and success we’ve seen internationally this year.” 

Guardian (Briefing) - Why do women still die giving birth? 

Liz Ford; https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/24/why-do-women-still-die-

giving-birth  

With some of the latest stats. In-depth piece. “Every other minute, a woman or girl dies as a result of 
pregnancy complications or childbirth. Why has the global decline in maternal mortality stalled?” 

Guardian – Dowries a major contributor to India's gender 
imbalance, researchers find 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/28/dowries-india-gender-imbalance-
inflated-gold-price-survival-rates-baby-girls?CMP=twt_a-global-development_b-gdndevelopment  

“Girls born in India when the global gold price is increasing are more likely to be aborted, die in the 
first month of life or suffer from stunted growth, researchers have found. A study analysed birth 
cohort data over a 35-year period alongside monthly variations in the global price of gold, a key 
element of dowries paid by a bride’s family. It found that in months when the gold price went up, 
fewer baby girls survived the first month of life. Parents were responding to the rising cost of 
dowries by reducing the chances of a baby girl surviving, according to the research, which concluded 
that dowries are a significant contributor to the country’s skewed gender ratio….” 

Plos Med (Editorial) - Multiple morbidities in pregnancy: 
Time for research, innovation, and action 

https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002665  

“In a Guest Editorial, James Beeson and colleagues discuss the contribution of non-obstetric 
morbidity to mortality during and around pregnancy, and what needs to be done to address this 
global health challenge.” 

Lancet (Comment) – Stillbirths count, but it is now time to 
count them all 

Marleen Temmerman et al ; https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-
6736(18)32342-0/fulltext  

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/24/why-do-women-still-die-giving-birth
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/24/why-do-women-still-die-giving-birth
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/28/dowries-india-gender-imbalance-inflated-gold-price-survival-rates-baby-girls?CMP=twt_a-global-development_b-gdndevelopment
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/28/dowries-india-gender-imbalance-inflated-gold-price-survival-rates-baby-girls?CMP=twt_a-global-development_b-gdndevelopment
https://www.theguardian.com/world/india
http://didattica.unibocconi.it/mypage/upload/144315_20180507_102603_PAPER.PDF
https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002665
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32342-0/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32342-0/fulltext
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“In 2015, 2·6 million stillbirths were estimated globally, more than 7100 deaths a day, with most 
occurring in developing countries.  These figures are substantial, yet they are an underestimation of 
the full extent of this loss because stillbirths at less than 28 weeks of pregnancy are not included in 
these numbers.  If the 22-week threshold was applied, the numbers have been estimated to be 40% 
higher….” 

RHM special issue-  Disrespect and abuse in Maternal Care: 
Addressing Key challenges 

https://tandfonline.com/toc/zrhm20/current  

Edited by Gita Sen et al.   Many papers are already online. 

Access to medicines 

WIPO And Pharma Industry Launch Medicines Patent 
Database For Easier Access To Medicines 

http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/25/wipo-pharma-industry-launch-medicines-patent-database-
easier-access-medicines/  

“A new initiative, the Patent Information Initiative for Medicines (Pat-INFORMED), was launched 
today at the World Intellectual Property Organization to help health agencies procure medicines. The 
collaboration between WIPO and the pharmaceutical industry, a free and open-access database, 
provides information on the legal status of patents on approved medicines….” 

And a link: 

IP-Watch - Brazil Signs Deal With Medicines Patent Pool To Share Patent Information  

“Brazil signed an agreement with the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP), through which the country will 
share patent information with the MPP. The Brazilian IP office joins several others in an effort to 
regular update of the MPP’s database on patent information….” 

 

https://tandfonline.com/toc/zrhm20/current
http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/25/wipo-pharma-industry-launch-medicines-patent-database-easier-access-medicines/
http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/25/wipo-pharma-industry-launch-medicines-patent-database-easier-access-medicines/
http://www.wipo.int/patinformed/
http://www.ip-watch.org/2018/09/25/brazil-signs-deal-medicines-patent-pool-share-patent-information/
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Human resources for health 

HP&P - Does supportive supervision enhance community 
health worker motivation? A mixed-methods study in four 
African countries 

M Kok et al; https://academic.oup.com/heapol/advance-

article/doi/10.1093/heapol/czy082/5105818 

“Supportive supervision is an important element of community health worker (CHW) programmes 
and is believed to improve CHW motivation and performance. A group supervision intervention, 
which included training and mentorship of supervisors, was implemented in Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi 
and Mozambique. In three of the countries, this was combined with individual and/or peer 
supervision. A mixed-methods implementation study was conducted to assess the effect of the 
supervision intervention on CHWs’ perceptions of supervision and CHW motivation-related 
outcomes….” 

Miscellaneous 

Economist – What to do about Africa’s dangerous baby boom 

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2018/09/22/what-to-do-about-africas-dangerous-baby-boom  

“African countries do not need to resort to Asian-style illiberalism.”  The Economist reflects on the 

Goalkeepers’ (Gates Foundation) report from last week.  

See also the Guardian Global Development  - Ethiopia to Mauritius: how will Africa match jobs to its 

population boom?  

“As Africa seeks new ways to tackle high debt, low pay and inequality, Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz 
believes two countries offer an alternative to the ‘Asian tiger’ model”. 

FT special report – Impact investing 

https://www.ft.com/reports/impact-investing  

“This new series looks for the most promising next generation of innovative and viable companies 
with impact around the Sustainable Development Goals. Read our features and commentary on the 
need for an industry-wide definition and measurement, how blockchain is helping to preserve 

https://academic.oup.com/heapol/advance-article/doi/10.1093/heapol/czy082/5105818
https://academic.oup.com/heapol/advance-article/doi/10.1093/heapol/czy082/5105818
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2018/09/22/what-to-do-about-africas-dangerous-baby-boom
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/27/ethiopia-to-mauritius-how-will-africa-match-jobs-to-its-population-boom
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/27/ethiopia-to-mauritius-how-will-africa-match-jobs-to-its-population-boom
https://www.ft.com/reports/impact-investing
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rainforests and how start-ups and institutions are tackling everything from affordable housing to 
farming.” 

You might want to pay special attention to the following article: “Impact investing in digital health 
services: treat with caution” - Innovation can improve healthcare but also widen inequalities. 

“… By combining and analysing centrally tens of millions of items of data collected in different 
formats across a dozen systems, Zenysis is applying the latest Silicon Valley techniques to tackle 
illness in some of the remotest districts of Ethiopia. The San Francisco-based start-up is one of a 
growing number that are exploiting not only digital technology and smartphones but also artificial 
intelligence to help governments use scarce resources to reach “last mile” inhabitants in the most 
isolated areas. That is contributing to a greater impact from programmes designed to reduce the 
burden of conditions such as malaria and measles…. …   It also provides considerable scope for 
impact investors, stimulating new approaches and potentially generating sustainable financial and 
social returns at a time of squeezed public sector budgets, donor retrenchment and the need for 
greater efficiency. “ 

“….  There is little doubt that technology businesses can help improve the health of the poorest. 
But investors need to be sensitive to their limitations and alternative or complementary ways to 
generate impact….” 

Damning report on H&M supply chain 

https://turnaroundhm.org/wage-research-september-2018/  

“Research findings published today reveal that many workers making H&M’s clothes live below 
the poverty line -- despite H&M’s promise of a living wage by 2018, and despite the brand’s recent 
deceptive claims of progress. Interviewed workers in India and Turkey earn about a third and in 
Cambodia less than one-half of the estimated living wage. In Bulgaria interviewed workers’ salary at 
H&M’s “gold supplier” is not even 10 per cent of what would be required for workers and their 
families to have decent lives.” 

Global Social Policy - The global compact as a milestone in 
global governance of migration 

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1468018118799418  

By E Guild.  

https://turnaroundhm.org/wage-research-september-2018/
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1468018118799418
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IDS - Urbanisation and the learning agenda for health 
systems research 

Annie Wilkinson; http://www.ids.ac.uk/opinion/urbanisation-and-the-learning-agenda-for-health-

systems-research  

“Projections about urbanisation are staggering: 55 per cent of the world’s population already live in 
urban areas, and by 2050 this is predicted to rise to 68 per cent with almost 90 per cent of the 
growth happening in Asia and Africa. The implications for health are huge, as is the learning agenda 
for health systems research. “  No doubt we’ll hear much more about this in Liverpool. 

Devex - What Europeans think about development 

Devex; 

“Almost 9 in 10 European Union citizens think it’s important to help developing countries and most 
want to either maintain or increase the level of foreign aid, but fewer people say they are giving to 
charities and NGOs, according to data released Tuesday. The Eurobarometer survey on EU citizens 
and development cooperation reflects almost 28,000 face-to-face interviews carried out on behalf of 
the European Commission this summer. Some 22 percent of people said they give money to NGOs or 
charities, down 5 points since 2016, while 21 percent make ethical choices when shopping, 6 percent 
do voluntary work, and 5 percent support digital campaigns….” 

How should academics engage in policymaking to achieve 
impact? 

Paul Cairney and Kathryn Oliver; https://paulcairney.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/cairney-oliver-

psr-accepted-version-29-8-181.pdf  

“This article reviews the advice from the academic and 'grey' literatures to identify a list of dos and 
don'ts for academics seeking ‘impact’ from their research. From ‘how to do it’ sources, we identify 
consistent advice on how to engage effectively, largely because it is necessarily vague, safe, and 
focused primarily on individuals. We then consider the wider policymaking system in which actors 
make political choices and have unequal access to impact opportunities. We identify the effort it 
takes to have actual policy impact and how far academics should be expected to go to secure and 
take credit for it.” 

Canadian Journal of Development Studies - The myth of the 
global middle class, globalisation’s fallback success story 

Steve Knauss;  

http://www.ids.ac.uk/opinion/urbanisation-and-the-learning-agenda-for-health-systems-research
http://www.ids.ac.uk/opinion/urbanisation-and-the-learning-agenda-for-health-systems-research
https://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Publications/Files/WUP2018-KeyFacts.pdf
https://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Publications/Files/WUP2018-KeyFacts.pdf
https://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Publications/Files/WUP2018-KeyFacts.pdf
https://www.devex.com/news/what-europeans-think-about-development-93520?utm_campaign=KFF-2018-Daily-GHP-Report&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=66222140&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9X72EW19ido7D8FidiZcSI-PKphHLjqjgX0GuKHRGCqzarju1nXK1HiMCVJWBOHZ0hcIb2709-CxEmUFk0MzdRJVME7umqshBwpSLZFSRq3HS4ewc&_hsmi=66222140
http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/Survey/getSurveyDetail/instruments/special/yearFrom/1974/yearTo/2018/surveyKy/2202
https://paulcairney.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/cairney-oliver-psr-accepted-version-29-8-181.pdf
https://paulcairney.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/cairney-oliver-psr-accepted-version-29-8-181.pdf
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Canadian Journal of Development Studies; 

“On the defensive in recent years, advocates of globalisation have taken to highlighting 
achievements in developing countries, where globalisation has supposedly pulled the majority out of 
poverty and catapulted them into the swelling “global middle class” remaking our world. This article 
provides a critical look at this interpretation. Carefully reviewing the global income distribution data 
behind such claims, it presents original calculations that generate new stylised facts for the 
globalisation era. More broadly, it argues for a more socio-historical approach that is better situated 
to discover the dynamics of class formation in our time.” 

Read also a blog by Martin Ravaillon –  Global Inequality when Unequal Countries Create Unequal 

People   He blogs on a new paper by him - Global Inequality when Unequal Countries Create Unequal 

People  

He concludes: “…So the level of global inequality could well be very much higher than current 
measures suggest, once one allows for the likely external gains from living in a richer country. 
Nonetheless, I still find that the stylized fact that global inequality has been falling since around 
1990 is robust to all except a seemingly high negative weight on national income, such as due to 
relative deprivation. The finding of falling between-country inequality is robust whatever value one 
attaches to national income in assessing individual economic welfare. There is almost certainly more 
inequality in the world than we think, but it is likely to be falling.” 

Recent study on DRC cobalt mining 

Scientists at KU Leuven and University of Lubumbashi reveal the hidden costs of cobalt mining in DR 

Congo 

“Cobalt mining comes at a great cost to public health in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. New 
research reveals that children are particularly vulnerable: their urine and blood samples contain high 
concentrations of cobalt and other metals.” 

Research  

Campbell collaboration - New Qualitative Evidence Synthesis 
group 

Campbell collaboration 

Check it out.  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02255189.2019.1520692?tokenDomain=eprints&tokenAccess=RnyfYrhpdWwg7RYk5IXe&forwardService=showFullText&doi=10.1080%2F02255189.2019.1520692&doi=10.1080%2F02255189.2019.1520692&journalCode=rcjd20
https://economicsandpoverty.com/2018/09/25/global-inequality-when-unequal-countries-create-unequal-people/
https://economicsandpoverty.com/2018/09/25/global-inequality-when-unequal-countries-create-unequal-people/
https://examplewordpresscom61323.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/global-inequality-when-national-income-matters.pdf
https://examplewordpresscom61323.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/global-inequality-when-national-income-matters.pdf
https://nieuws.kuleuven.be/en/content/2018/scientists-at-ku-leuven-and-university-of-lubumbashi-reveal-hidden-cost-of-cobalt-mining-in-dr-congo
https://nieuws.kuleuven.be/en/content/2018/scientists-at-ku-leuven-and-university-of-lubumbashi-reveal-hidden-cost-of-cobalt-mining-in-dr-congo
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/news-and-events/news/new-qualitative-evidence-synthesis-methods-group.html?utm_source=Campbell+Collaboration+newsletters&utm_campaign=f7b77dc9b8-Newsletter+August+2018&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ab55bacb0c-f7b77dc9b8-199134821
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Social Science & Medicine - Between orchestrated and 
organic: Accountability for loss and the moral landscape of 
childbearing in Malawi 

B C De Kok; https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277953618305264  

“Women are frequently held accountable for loss, by practitioners and communities. Care is shaped 
by accountability relationships between a wide range of social actors. Converging organic and 
orchestrated accountability may result in disrespectful care. ‘Disrespect and abuse’ could be seen as 
care for the survival of women and babies. Providers' actions are systemic and situational, and 
embedded in accountability webs.” 

Asia Pacific Journal of Public Health - The National Health 
Service, Alma Ata, and the Great Western China Earthquake: 
Important Public Health Anniversaries to Remember 

C Binns et al; http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1010539518801082  

Bet you forgot about the last anniversary. 

Public Health Reviews – Migrants’ and refugees’ health: 
towards an agenda of solutions 

S Matlin et al; Public Health Reviews; 

“…This report provides a summary of the current state of knowledge regarding the health issues of 
migrants and refugees and of the extent to which they are being met. It highlights, through a series 
of case studies, the diverse approaches to policies, entitlements and services provided in different 
jurisdictions, ranging from regional(Europe) and country (Germany, Iran, Italy, Turkey, South Africa) 
levels to provinces and cities (Quebec/Montreal, Berlin)…. … Results from discussions taking place in 
an M8 Alliance Expert Group Meeting (Rome, 23–24 June 2017) and from the literature are 
synthesised to develop an ‘agenda of solutions’. This agenda aims to provide a comprehensive 
framework, which bridges humanitarian, ethical and rights-based imperatives to provide a 
framework for action to tackle this crucial area…” 
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